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many lasers are developed with the faith “hat
yet—to~be discovered applications will justify the expensef" Iand the efrort of their development. jut it is not so w1”h
dye lasers; ‘it was the fulfilment of an experimenter's
dream that was as old as the laser itself,‘ The successful
demonstration of innumerable applications of dye lasers,
soon after the first report on dye lasers by Sorokin and
Lankard in 1966, show the importance of dye lasers in almost
all the branches of science and technology. Eventhough
most of the rixed frequency lasers are much more advanced,
the unique features of a dye laser such as wavelength tuna»
bility, wide spectral coverage and simplicity, made it more
attractive. However, the various applications demand furthex
imorovenent of the dye lasers in all respects. The develops
ments in the past few years show remarkable progress in1 I rimproving tne tdnability, efriciency and power output.

The Ruby laser pumped Chloro—Aluninun—Phthalo—

cyanine dye laser of Sorokin and Lankardl demonstrated the

feasibility of an organic dye laser. Followed by this sen”
sational discovery many others have experimented with a large
number of organic dyes with different pump sources which

resulted in a wide spectral coverage of dye lasers ranging
.ie ultra violet to the near infrared, More precisely
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the ultra violet limit of dye laser wavelength obtained so. 2
far is 330 n.m. for the dye phenyl-benzoxazole and t

infrared limit obtained is l.24f&m. for the dye (4 — [? ~
{2 » phenyl « 4H — l - benzothiopyran — 4 — Ylidene) — 4 ~

Chloro — 3, 5 - trinethylene — l,3,5 _ heptatrienyll — 2 —
OJphenyl _ 1 _ benzothiopyrylium perchlorate). But many of

these dyes are not suitable for (3? operation because of the
accumulation of dye molecules in the triplet state and
"thermal and acoustical schlieren effects, The first (1%
operation of a dye laser was reported by Peterson etal.4.
They used Rh-6S in water with the addition of some detergent.
The detergent acted as a triplet quencher and at the sane
tige prevented diner forqation. During the pumping process
a therjally induced refractive iniex gradient is set up in

much less sensitive to(1')the (‘aye so.l.u"L:ion, Since is-.ra‘t-er i

this effect compared to organic solvents it acts as a good
solvent for (NV. dye lasers. But unfortunately many dyes

1are insoluble in water. The attempts naee to synthesize new
water soluble dyes for (WV operation are encouraging.J’°

fiany of the potential advantages of dye lasers
are defeated by the lack of an efficient, reliable and inn
expensive pump source. dost of the pump laser sources used
fOr Cw‘! an” Y)Ul°- :4. -r~ "“5 “C 1 1 (‘av “wry .3-~~~ ~v'\-x ' /3-' '-—‘- L flex-«     Q--D V»--L ‘Y \'J'J\;’3'v'r-183-\/‘v.
The relatively inexpensive pulseditg lasers can be reliable
but are rather inefficient. However, since the first report
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. 7 . .of N9 laser pumped dye laser by fiayer etal, the potential
use of N laser as a pump source was demonstrated by many-. ('_‘)
others, Sorokin and Lankardu demonstrated the use of flesh
lamps, comparable in rise time and intensity to giant nulse
ruby lasers, as pump sources for dye lasers. Eyenthough
flash lamps allow simple design of dye lesers their short
life time for operation at high repetition rates make it
uneconomical.

Under these circumstances it was quite natural

to not efforts to enhance the conversion efficiency of N9

laser pumped dye lasers. The N? laser pumped gaseous phase5 I V 1 - '2 . 0 0  .1.r\ dye iaser operation reported shdus setter efficiency. Recentlyfi‘ ll . .marowsky etal. successfully tried electron oeem pumped
vapour phase dye lasers, Although these methods can give
more efficient dye lasers, they are more expensive. A
similar expensive but efficient method is to use an oscillatnr »
amplifier system as described by Itzkan and Cunningham.

‘.11They obtained a conversion efficiency of 25;, A I rge
number of dye laser geometry have been tried with the inten5 I‘ I n rs o I  ._..,tlon or getting enhanced GfIlClenCY, J zventhough some ofI v_  1 |_ , . , '~ . . 1 ,them mane the system more simple the efficiency onnancement
is not appreciable.

A widely accepted inexpensive methofl for increas' 1i“G 659 efficiency of dye laser is the energy transfer



mechanism. Since the first report of iceller etal.lQ on

enhancement d?pumning efficiency in N2 laser pumped dye
laser by energy transfer mechanism the technique has been a

subject of intense study, The studies on energy transfer
dye laser {ETDL) systems help not only to optimize the system
but also to get an understanding of the photo—reactions of
the dye molecules. Energy transfer nechanism enables laser
action from dyes which are difficult or even impossible to

Dumb above threshold with the N2 laser. Thus the snectral
coverage of N2 laser pumped dye lasers can be extendea by
energy transfer mechanism. The present investigations
mainly pin points various performance characteristics of
ETDL systems. The theoretical aspects of energy transfer
mechanism in relation to the nresent investigations are
discussed briefly in the following sections of thkschanter,

1 . 2 0 P €f1.i.I1<9_T3.’C. if;1e,¢.11.aI1.i.S;:1Sl _«>:f c ,1;3.r1_<23~:::;.‘\/l.Tf.r an s "f e.,.E..- :.- .. - 4.... -.. .... .,
The main mechanisms for the intermolecular

singlet — singlet electronic energy transfer in dye mixtures
are (l) radiative transfer — emission of donors absorbed by
acceptors (2) diffusion controlled collisional transfer and
(3) resonance transfer, Jechanisms 2 and 3 are also called
non radiative transfer, Aechanisn 3 occurs vith the donor»
acccptor separation much greater than the collisional die
meters. The origin of resonance transfer is the long-range
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("'1' N 1-?’dipole — dipole couloumb interaction. The prohabili'3 0
energy transfer due to such interaction is large if the
emission spectrum of the donor strongly overlaps the absorp
tion spectrum of the acceptor, a condition necessary for
radiative transfer also. Collisional transfer is an excita
tion transfer process which requires Close approach of donor
and acceptor in order to obtain efficient tiansfer, If
every collision between excited donor and accehtor mO1@CU1@3

leads to transfer, the transfer rate will be the diffusion
controlled rate, The radiative transfer involves the possi
bility of reabsorption of donor eaission. The process
requires two steps with the intermediecy of a photon. No
direct interaction is involved, Obviously only energies
corresponding to that part of the emission spectrum of the

donor that overlaps the absorption of the acceptor can be
transferred. The transfer efficiency is governed by quantum
yield of fluorescence of donor ans by 3eer_Lambert law. The
probability that an acceptor reabsor s the light emitted by‘b9 =a donor at a iistance R var es as R .

Although all these mechanisms contribute to the
donor fluorescence quenching and enhance the accehtor fluore

scence yield, they can be eistinguished experimentally,
‘” (The radiative trinsfer does not a Eect the donor fluorescence

(D (7 do C ‘. E |'°*" H 0 Pt} Fulife time where as the other two nrocesses aft
Clflc. The diffusion controlled collisional transfer rate



is inversely proportional to the solvent viscosity while
radiative and resonance transfer rates are ineependent of

solvent viscosity. Also, theory and exneriments suggest
that resonance transfer rate is atleast ten times faster
than collisional transfer rate. 'ie study of donor
fluorescence life time as a function of acceptor concentra

tion and solvent viscosity gan distinguish the various
mechanisms.

1.30 Beielgeesiénte

The bimolecular process of energy transfer
between donor and acceptor can be represented by

-::- Ke-1; p -:;A + D -“ewe; D + H
1

The rate constant KO may be associated with the oiffusiont
Controlled kninetic processes which in turn is associated
with the short range exchange interaction of the Dexter type.
In such a casel7

8 RT1/ 2 M.‘   o 0 0 (J.‘et sooonl "‘ '
wherefj is the viscosity of the medium. But this is a
relatively slow process to effectively compete with the
fluorescence decay of D molecules in ETDL systems.

A faster transfer nrocess is that due to long
range dihole — dipole interaction of Forster tyee, The
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. P . . 18rate const nt ror the process is given by(I

._g_ 2 We
s.s::1o251-:gt>g'” ; (1,)1 __ - "° I Ileg   bl). >  m ‘§—4- . . . {L2}r1 1fD R

where J is the wave number, FD (r) is the spectral distri_
bution of the donor emission in quanta normalized to unity,I r- _x9) is the molar extinction coefficient "or the acceptor/"
Elfll- '.

absorption, n is the refractive index of the solvent, K is
an orientation factor equal to (2/3) ’ for a random distri

CbU.ti.on "f donor and acceptor molecules, @D is the quantum
yield of donor emission,/D% is the observed donor emissiono

J- 1life time in the presence of acceptor and R is LNG distance
|..between donor and acceptor molecules,

The efficiency of Forster type energy transfer

is usually exnressed in terms of a critical distance R0,
the separation of donor and acceptor at which the rate of
energy transfer is equal to the sum of the rates of all other
donor deexcitation processes. In other words

.- lKetfiat RO).:*fS- , , , (1,3)
25 2 °°

6 o. X in K 5%
an d R = *"“"-'--—--\'--'—d~-'--J III: -in-In 0'-—-an---.-.-a an '.':A-. -:aO 4

U

c‘‘
Dr‘-D~:.?

FDW) CAN) ya . . . (1.4)



0 . . .
Q at rMuxfli‘cheThe critical concentration of acceptor C

transfer is 503 efficient {the donor fluorescence is half
quenched) is given by

-- -10 2 """ A00 _ 4.8 X lO n _ I
Q (moles/liter) :-~*-?{“~**~"‘?q!hD;Q) €A{$)

_W.Lcan be experimentally detexmined fro:The rate constant Kgt
Stern—Volmer relfition also which states

.-_Lu.¢. . . g_-.:y.-..q ‘"5

TE
Tfo _,_, . 1/  3' . \l 1" 1\e_t J'\TfO 0 0 0-51-07)

Whare’T%O is the meager d life time of the jono: in "me
absence of acceptor molecules and‘1; that in the oresence

A is the acceptor concentration. From a

plot of 14p Vs. t we can obtain Al/2 the acceptor Concentra-f

tion at u¢ictvfl§.= l/2Q;O- Ket is then calculated from
-1_ r. * nKet  "* ‘@305 0 o c(.].vQ}

By knowing A we can calculate R from1/2 0
-1 3/ . . .{l.9)R0 :3  {I'ni.]-f2)
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'fhe effective fluorescence life time of the
Iacceptor in a dye mixture changes due to energy transfer. ,. , . ,, . . 21reaction wnich causes a cnange in tne gain spectrum. A

rate equation analysis of the donor acceptor laser dye
mixture gives the extend of this change in the life time.
The rate equations are given by

dN 1 _ Ndt ’ra El V . . . .l.lO)da 13 ea (
an la _ Ncrd iiii.= a v r __..£2

a) dt CQ 1H3é3'é \>%fl 13

i * ,q ‘ » __ *1 yIiuoilld 08 + Kda.Nld Ida Knr Ila Jod . . .{l_l1}

in which the induced emission and triplet state contribu
'~-’ ‘-1 -t c- "C" C. 1 ,. A .. -1. . ,3Lions are neglec ed. uUI1lX8q a BUQ d represent acceacor and

donor, Nl.anclNO are the concentration of first edcited
singlet state and grand state molecules 5 is the average
photon density of the pump laser in the active region,

g*()%} absorption Cross section at pump wavelength mmi’f
is the life time of pure solutions of donor or acceptor.

Rate constant Kéa is for radiative transfer KJ for resonance(,; <3
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transfer and Knr for quenching process of the excited
acceptor due to Collisions with the grounfl state donor
molecules,

The average photon density 5 is given by

ca: = (PO/-5L) [1 .— exp {-1)} . ,. 41.12)

where PO is the input pumping poeerg Arie the width of the
focussed pumping beam and L is the length of the active
region,

From stationary state approximation

cl 4Nid - la ( '9E-~-—'-=-=v= 1 1  3 O 0 0. o'\-]—'‘]“‘'))dt ° 8"‘ dt
Then from eq. (1.12) and (1.13) we get

—w “T; T /Q(Kda+'KhayNod , .
N __ ___ I _ . e1q..,._... i 1 + .. T. i__..__......:.-.-_.,._.. Noe _ . . '\ J__ 14)0d /

cm (X0) d _ POE .. exp<—ij]cra<3o>

The intensity of the gain Coefficient,

g{>\) —_- ...1~1OaG"ébs:)~) NlaG’ém{>x) . . .{i. 15)



from {l.l4) and {i.l5) we get

g (A) = wk) Noa. . - \
Wliere the gain coefficient \)(>\) : ..€7'ab (>0  :=IEfC-"E§m (A)

0 O 5 (lg
As“ ' P1 4- F1‘, )El ‘

an C1?‘ f ____ =—--—--  1 4, /.Bl£._....(_j...E3.L--..._.§'.‘.‘:.’......:..C_.J.‘«;.- . _ _ { 1. _1_9 l+KnrT a Nod 1/Tc=.i“ Kda “ea

is the effective life time of the acceptor.

1..50 Ln et, '.c,_S;9.1.§.rie. _£;:>.1d: ..aI1._.3..i1"..D.I:

The Kinetic scheme corresponding to the singlet
manifolds of donor and acceptor coupled by dipole — dipole
I __g__ 0 o ¥ - o u  _ 0interaction is snown in Fig. 1.1 . This scheme can be
utilized to analyse the dynamic characteristics of an ETDL.

;)f\‘

transfer from S1 and 82 states of donor; Each manifold is
K‘ ’1D) [nO:}and.KBA(2O)£:Aé] are the rates of energy

pumped with a source of intensity I at a rateCFSi{P} I .o \ p
Photoquenching processes (20) in donor and acceptor maxi

folds are represented by the ratesc?Ié{P) I0. Lasing occurs
1

in the acceptor at the rate oferf I where I is the dyee L’ L
laser intensity generated and C"é is the cross section for
stimulated emission. Absorption losses at the dye laser
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Donor Acfc-:-ptor

. D2
IL’ lg ‘ H2| 20‘

l I DI ‘ 571.n(’*')IL>

I

c’;’.<P>Ip ‘/45 K3?’ K§:°’ 9 .
I l I l + :—§TE:;‘£t<°“plq5 '1?“ Ci:-is% ' 1  DO A@*.

L K1£.s°)*K..$'f>f/+\J1 ---' E
t__,_ _ K5020) :: KD(’.20)[AJ .......J

Fig.1]. Kinetic scheme for an ETDL
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frequency are represented by the rate constantsC$l{L) Ii

andcflg (L) IT. Qadiationless decay rate processes are
given by Kil.

For an ETDL where photoduenching effects are

negligible, the low signal gain for en ETDL operating near. . 23threshold lS given by
/

L?:lc3l<PVl; (#33-)I,3[A] [D]9'?

A

R 6 3
X {l -E‘    p) Ip  fix]

6 -1/2D _ R % A _,p O
-;-’[;<»3l\P) 1p{.§9.)[o]} .56: (L) [wit] . . .(1.1e)

The above gain expression shows that ETDL performance can
1be manipulated by varying the donor or acceptor concentra

tions.

1- 50 ..0_r_9.* as .1f.Z.a.’!3..ilQ.1f1. .c2.f__t,l2.el _T,§_2<.’9.

Chapter I of this text is introductory. While
Chapter II deals with a comparative study of the various

Commonly accepted designs of N2 laser Dumped dye lasers

followed by a discussion on the importance of N2 laser as a
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pump source, The constructional details of the N9 laser
pumped dye laser fabricated for the present investigations
are also discussed.

Chapter III deals with the measurements on the

various beam qualities of the output beam and their depend»
ence on various system parameters, The following aspects
are covered in this section.

l. Output power variation with input power as
well as bandjwidth.

2. Pulse shape and duration.

3. Divergence of the beam as a function of° «I 1 - H‘ -...,‘distance between eye cell and feedvback mirror,

4. Bandjwidth as a function of angle of incidence
of grating as well as divergence.

5. Tunability,

0, Polarization effects in the output beam as a
result of the 100 wedge angle given to the dye
cell,

Chapter IV gives a general picture of the EEDL
systems, The chapter begins with brief review on ETDLJ

systems. The results of the investigations on the perform8flC@
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.~ ‘-4charac*eristics of three specific ETDL systems, Rhaém _

Safranin T, Rh—6G — Rh-B and C L20 — Rh—6G, are discussed

in detail. The discussions are mainly centered on the
spectral shifts and efficiency of ETDL systems.

.. ,1a 3-rtial coverage of the aspects such as tunability, PoloL1

rizstion and excited state reactions have also been made.

Chapter V is the summary.
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fiBSTnACT
%_.¢_¢. ag-.\.n.._a. . 4 “.34;

The relative merits and demerits of

dye laser schemes are discussed. The construe;
tional details of a narrow band and low divergence dye

laser pumped by a N9 laser is presented, The beam diver
gence is reduced by adjusting the distance between the
feedback mirror and the dye cell. The system gives an

11,-‘
11%:output peak power of 15 at a bandwidth of 0.9 A0. The

divergence of the output beam is 2 mrad,
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n..|...'.._.-g.o---I2 . T10 E?.u.l.S.e.d.iii.f~_I_;q9,9,U. ..L.a5».e.s «'1 S 8 711511“...fi<?J~-339.9

‘The output of the I‘Jitrog-:-in laser has been s‘;'1own

to be a convenient pump source for a wide variety of dye1 .lasers,‘ The fluorescence band of a dye selutlon as a
I..1 K4result of the transition from the lowest vibrenic love

the first excited singlet state to some higher vihronic
leveksof the ground state is utilized in a dve laser,. But
the existence of the lower lying triplet states deteriorate

_j..‘the system performance. The intersysten crossing race \ ‘I’ (J

the lowest triplet state is high enough in most molecules to
reduce the quantum yield of fluorescence to values apprecia
bly below unity. This reduces the population of the excited
singlet state and hence the amplification factor and also it
enhances tripletutriolet absorption losses of both the pump

‘|_I_ '1light and 3%? laser emission. A simple calculation can
demonstrate the importance of triplet states in eye lasers.
fit steady state the rate of triple‘ fermation becomes equal to
the rate of deactivation and is represented by

3
C‘ :5 H

S‘:
I

O 2:;

where P is the pump flux density,¢~”total molecular absorb

ing cross-section,$pT quantum yield of triplet formation, n o

and nT the populations of the ground and triplet states



respectively and’Ti the triplet life time. Thus the free.i

tion of the molecules in the triplet state is

“T _ P“="?1"Tt-I .44‘ 1‘ In 15.4 —J- ._.1.. J- fin .‘-A-._.‘l» _I

r1 (lA3‘W%'fT)
O O O :5.

N 0 !‘o
‘—...o’

-16
Assuming typical values for a dye§f'= l0 cm 2 O.l,4‘ -~. - 1 c n n ' ' I“ 1

’t} 2 lU'bec., it can be seen that to maintain nalr of "he
molecules in the triplet state the power required is P12 I 9 Icm ; a much smaller quantity then the threshold pump power
required, Hence a slowly rising pump light flux density

Itransfers most of the molecules to the “ ButH I-" "J 1...: (D ('1 (.7 Ci" 0) Cl” 0 C

if the pump light pulse rises fast such thvt if it reaches' v 0 v -1- 0 I‘ v 0
threshold in a time t éfiw» {reciprocal or the intersystem‘ST
crossing rate) the population of the triplet level can be
held arbitrarily small. A typical value of K for a dye is

(_'j T7 l T
lO Sec: Thus if t§§1OO nsec the triplet effects can be
neglected. The lfl nsecllv laser pulse can thus avoid the

"\ 1triplet influences in a dye laser,

The absorption coefficient or most organic dyes
at 337.1 nm is sufficient to pump above threshold to get laser
action, The wavelength region of laser action that can be

1obtainec fromifli laser pumping Covers the range 355 to 54C 171'.‘. ,I\
| usFor example, the dye PBD gives 355 nm and Dibenzecyanin 45

gives 940 nm laser radiation by M9 laser pumping. Thus a



"The commonly used beam expanding devices are telescopes,

F .-'\3

short duration N2 laser is a very attractive source for the
\

pumnint of dye lasers with 9 wide range of trequensies.

2 . 20. ;’~};sI1.e_sa.l..c§;s_one:tg=?1._.Q.f.._¥?:z9. 31 as are;- ._l.-.-h D '$- 3-—J

‘I
I

!A large number of arrangements have been deve.sped

for narrow band, low divergence, hieh conversion efficiency

and tunable N7 laser pumped dye lasers?”Z° The key element
determining the quality of the dye laser is the team expander,

,4’:0 . g .  o u 0 Isingle and multiple prisms and grating at grazing lhCLé
ln 5dence A critical evaluation of the performance data of

these different designs and their relative marits and demerits
is helpful in designing a dye laser system for a particular
application, An attermt in this direction is recently report

._
ed‘ but the comparative study is limited to prism and grazing
incidence grating beam expanders.

Essentially the dye laser cavity consists of the
active medium (the dye solution in a cell), the feedback
elenent, mechanism for beam expansion and the tuning element.

'3

Hansch° has described a dye laser system which incorporates a

diffraction grating as the tuning eleflent, a high power beam
e to expand the laser beam and fill thes.)

,1 '  ..~. \.expanding telescoJ:

grating with a coilimated bean and a partially reflecting



feedback mirror, The schematic of the system he shemm.in
?ig, 2.l. The 4% reflecting nlnne glass plate is used as
the feeeback and outcoupling element. A 20 ” beam expanding
telescope in entocollimntion one e diffraction grating at ano 4 a a 1narrowino, Lawler etal. have G3tlm3ted'hKlfl7, sass hand»J 1
width [3)h/2(FWHH) of the system by modeling the laser as a
slit spectrometer. The transverse diamensions of the tiny

-<cylindrical region of the excited dye in the direction per
pendicular to the rulings of the grating is the limiting
aperture of the spectrometer, The entrance and exit apertures
are Considered to be located at the centre of the eye cell
since the telescope is used in autocollimation. The disneru
sion of the grating in Littrow mount is

c‘-.6__ 2 Juana . . .{2.3)|—-Coax‘-.3 -gg _ - - - _g_-_,._.-_.

eh L A
Then the linear dispersion in the plane of the exit slit is

,-. ,._.E:1';_i°.... Q :' mianoe . . . (2.4)* dz 7
Where F is the thick lens focal length of the telescope
given by l 1 IF:  +rH:"—‘ - " ‘C1 "' E  ) 0 0 «[5?-03)
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Fig.2.1. Configuration of dye laser as suggested

by Hansch.

Fig.2.2.Configuration of dye laser with prism
beam expander.



Jhcrc d is the air equivalent path length oetween the
centre or the dye cell and the eye piece of the telescope,

.1.

fl and f are the focal lengths of the eye piece and “he
objective respectively. The limit of resolution of the slit
snectroneter is given by

2 .. fl) (£2/fl) .t.:3..Y}._.‘f1 . . . (2.6)[_\)'1__/2 .-. A1/2 [2 {d

Hherelflil/2 is the FWHH of the instrument profile function
which is the convolution of the exit aperture with the image
of the entrance aperture as it is focussed at the exit slit.

In a real spectrometer, when the grating is not
overfilled, the instrument profile is the convolution of the
exit and entrance slits, If the grating is overfilled, the
image of the entrance aperture can be broadened by diffraction.

‘IFor the dye lasers the excited region is not sharp edge slits
'ut are characterised by grey edges. Hence to obtain the
profile function, we have to determine the transmittance func
tion of the equivalent slits. The convolution of the trans

Jnn . I 1' 'mittance function with itself gives the nrofile function.
The feedback laser beam can be approximeted by a Gaussian

I."
1.profile and hence a similar shape or the transmittance func

tion. The convolution of the deussian transmittance iunction

with itself Qthe hélf Width of the instrument profile) is given
by



Al/2 .._.. ._.9..L§§.:’,3 . . .<2.7)
Ase; 2

_' 1, v.. 1 ~Ehore [391/2 is the measured angular Widfiu of the Fraunhofel
diffraction pattern (FWHH) of the feedback laser beam. Lawler

11 .. 4" .. 'etal,‘ found from the measured pattern that tne inaction

e><p[..Ix4”fl”[59]_/2/lygshflis  better ‘fit for the transmittance
function. In this case

The nature of the excited region of the dye and hence the

transmittance function depends on the N2 laser power, the
details of the focussediN2 beam and the dye concentration.I 4 n 1 4' F-v "Lawler etal, have obtained as above experimental tit toru -,- "3 .- to (~ -,-. 0£11/2 with 5 A 10 L; solution or 7D4 Jo in ethyl alcohol
and the1fi9 beam being focussed by a single 12 cm focal length
lens; They observed a reduction in the angular divergence of
he feedback laser beam when N power was decreased from 0.5 SW

2
to 0.1 JW and an improvement in the bandwidth by a factor of
t‘-.-‘J 0 .

A close examin°tion of the operation of the dye
.73

laser reveals some of the draw backs of the design of Hansch?
introduced due to its relatively large cavity length %“6O cm).

During the beginning of the H2 pulse, some light eaitted by the



excited dye is directed to the feedback mirror, fl fraction
of th_s light is reflected back to the excited dye where it
is amplified and emerges in the direction of the telescope.
‘-5.-"K4. I- -P r'$1 ‘\ 1' ‘.' - Z3‘ ‘-. "  '3 ‘ "" "E  1 ' ‘P -L "  1- \' ‘L1--‘C3lglu xeeuoaci bead 18 cxfiahoco and coiildate. D} the W 01 o
‘The orating disperses this light and a narrow band is reflected

Iback to the active medium for ampli ication for the second time.
his narrow band amplified bean comes out as the laser radia

tion. It is clear that there is a time delay of atleast xx‘
between the beginning of My Bulse and the dre ltser pulse.
This time delay can be greater than.%$ if N9 laser power is
either low or turns on slowly. Hende for efficient pumping

«a; should be much less than N2 pulse duration. Further more
ifi%§ pulse power is very high and if the narrow band radiation
is not quickly returned to the lye cell for final amplification,
there will be troublesome loss mechanisms like superradience

‘Iand photonexcitation from the excited states r,’.0 higher levels.
From the above discussions it is clear that for efficient opera
tion OI s dye laser a short cavity is needed,

A short cavity can be obtained by decreasing the
*1 H O 0‘) CI‘ once between dye cell and feedback mirror fdl), the dist
once between dye cell and eye piece of the telescope (c9) and
power of the telescope. But all these steps increase the
bandwidth. If the feedbac% mirror is too Close to the dye
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Q reduction in d2 or magnification of telescope {H : f2/rl)
increases§3kl/2 as can be seen from equation 2.6 The power
of the telescope can be kept low by seleCtin9 ? Smfill 10081
length negative lens for the eyepiece thereby reducing toe

the telescope, But negative lenses of focfii leflfithf \ I-'1')length
less than a fewxnm are not available.

4
9But as suggested by Lawler etal. if a low power

telescope is used with the grating at larger angle of incidence
‘Ithe osndwidth can be kept small and at the same time reduce the

7‘

cavity length. A bandwidth of 0.01 nm and conversion eftiu
\_*d

v;,- \ciency (the ratio of dye laser power to N?laser power of l?- 1 -.can be obtained by this methoo, out for a low bandwidth of
0.001 nm the insertion of an intracavity etalon between the
telescope and the grating is necessary, But it results in
lowering the efficiency towagé, The efficiency can be improved
tor#3% by reshaping the N, laser pump pulse, that is by allowing

a small fraction cf N2 power to fall on cae dye cell fi;st and
after a time delay OI-{T he rest of the H? power; thereby the
system acts first as an oscillator and then as an ampliiier.

The use of a telescope as a bean expander in a dye
laser system is not attractive owing to its high cost and
difficulty in alignment. Moreover, the high cavity lenoth o
the dye laser with telescope beam expander does not permit9 u I ' , . , 5pumping with very short duration pulses, Hanna etal. used



a prism as the beam expander as sheun in Fig. 2.2 ans ootained
linewidth and efficiency Comparable with telescope mean

expander and a shorter cavity.

But a more attractive cavity desien for N“ laserl\

pumped dye laser is given by Shoshan etal, The narrow band
operation of the dye laser is achieved by using a grating
near grazing incidence as the been expanding device. The
schematic of the design is shown in Fifi. 2,3. The angul'r
dispersion obtained with the grating mirror combinetion is
given by

u_. :1‘:  I3. 0 0 O
a case

Where n is the diffraction order, a is the groove spacing
of the grating and 8*is the angle of the diffracted beam,
‘This angular dispersion is twice as large as that oetained in
‘the usual Littrow arrangement hacause the beam is diffracted

twice before returning to the dye cell, The illumination
of the grating near grazing incidence allows the whole width

beinn illuminzted and thus satisfies the-Jor the Q‘)
Q) (.1. Ho 73 Cl flu

ondition for highest resolution obtainable with a grating.O

The single pass bandwidth is given by

:  __ 3 CO5 A (‘x--us‘:-.-4.. \.__g..-.g....g_4 -cg :4»--4-.--o«  \.....a_.. . I. . L1. .
{ d 9/6: )5) in
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°f "V9 laser with ~grazing
inddence —



Uherecfl§,is the half angle eivergence of the super fluore~
scent beam incident on the grating. Instead of reducingdge
by beam expansion, Shoshen nronosed the method of increasing

yddfih by increasing angle fiiobtain a smaller bandwidth. But
ha.
the diffraction efficiency of grating at very hlfh inglc of
incidence is very low. However, efficient lasing
even with such low feedback from the grating since the cavity
length is small and a LOG? reflecting mirror is used in the

/place of the 4; window used by Hansch etal. The small
Cavity length permits more number of light passes and the
lOO% mirror provides a more intense feedback to the grating,

using a 4fi reflecting feedback mirror is not attractive. The
to the trating4% mirror does not give sufficient feedback

and hence the feedback from the grating to the dye cell F13
final amplification of the narrow band is not sufficient ii
the grating is not of high efficiency. But the lOQ$ mir:or
provides an intense feedback to the grating and
the grating feedback will also be intense, This encblcz the
use of an even low efficiency gratin? ant gives a wider tuning
ranje from a given dye solution,

A grating with many diffraction orders may cause
undesirable direct feedback from it to the dye cell when the
e\;u:1tion ior 1:1‘: }'_.itt:a'.‘o\:1 arrangement {.23 sine:  is satisu

fieu for an order higher than the one used. 11 a giating

. _ l2Lhe grazing incidence grating dye laser design of Littman etal.



1;-.-'it‘r. a groove sf;;>acing sa'tisfy:'t_ncj l/2.%<a</‘lie used in
first order, only a single diffraction ereer exists and the

..\ .« .. ‘ 1 "...can he aveioed. TueI‘ }_ae30undesired feedback to the eye
1 and mirror J9 can he

I...-—
multiple reflections between gratin ,/‘x

eliminated by mounting the grating so that the grooves are
not exactly perpendicular to the optical axis of the laser,

The tuning element and the mirror 12 must be positioned acce
“horately, The zeroth order reflected component from L ¢

grating is taken as the output,

The dye laser design without a bean expander has
many advantages, The absence of telescope or prism expander
makes the alignment more simnle anfi cavity length can be kept
small so that short duration pump pulses cdn be used more

effectively, The number of reflecting and transmittinb
surfaces in the cavity is nfinirdzed resulting in less losses.

LI J1‘~ne same LLJO tie perfornence of the design is comparable

or even better than with other designs employing beam expand
ing devices in the cavity, Table I shows the relative per
formance data of different dye laser designs.
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Design Efficiency Bandwidth Divergence Cavity length3 .Hansch 3fi .05 m ;.5 mrad 40 cm
L6.-uler4 10;; .15 == 1.2 J is 4I . 5 "' / ‘I '. M iiiianna 7.3,: .l ‘ l ' uA ll r /1 <- ~.;hoshan Sfl .03 “ l ” lo

.-‘ad 4fl—-.‘Xu.-II§---% 1. L. '-‘-- —M. . I . -4 ' -.3 I -1- I ofis .a- #731 _|.. . . -C A... C

Qiverqence Dye Lase;

Considering the various advantages of the eye laser(
.C‘
.1design 0 n I l I O Vshoshan etal,“ a similar dye laser system was

fabricated for the present investigation. The 337.l nm
radiation from an N9 laser {GEL Model 101, 200 kw peak power,

30 pps) was used as the pumping source,

-2 o 3 1 F» U 8 S .:4—r-.1-l('i...|L‘.R9.LI.1I.‘.§-3‘C-11¢-Sr}J.§-J4 _.D.‘1§.s.Q_<2.ll$.44 -1-‘. ...-‘__4:.

A la Cm focal length cylindrical quartz lens focusses
uheiig laser beam at ll,5 cm away from the lens into a lineIn

image of 2.2 cm length, Because of the divergence of thelfl
laser beam the focal point was shifted by l.5 cm. Tbe leno



. '\
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was mounted on a precision lens mount with arrangements to

adjust the vertical and horizontal tilt angles. A‘UV
spectrometer quartz cell (10 X 10 X 401mm) with all the sides
polished to a high accuracy and with a tight lit cap was
mounted on a translation stage. This stage can nrovide two
dianonsional positioning and an angular tilt to the dye Cell.
T he dye cell was so positioned that the fecessed'N9 laser
beam falls just on the inner side at the cell wall and thatI I‘ p 0he parallel ene WlhdOWS or the dye cell m“ke an angle lO("I'

with respect to the dye laser axis to prevent etalon effects
at the cell walls.

2 o 32 .tZ";6-:<_?_Ci."~?.c19.13...lli%‘3:.9;£-.3iJ_

The feedback mirror Kl shown in Fig. 2.3 was a back
surface aluminium coated mirror {Reflectivityx~a?0%} on a

highly polished {surface accuracy ;Ay10) glass Substrate,}_ IEventhongn the alignment of the laser is unusually simple and
relatively insensitive to pump laser focus and grating position

be mounted on a quality mirror mount. The resolution 92 the
Rmirror mount used was sec of arc. ioreover the distance

ef'this mirror from the centre of the dye cell can control
the beam divergence of the dye laser, In order to get a



diffraction limited beam diverience this mirror had to be(f\

hositioned at a distance of 8 cm from the centre of the dye
cell, But this increases the cavity length and thereby
dec;eases the efficiency of the laser, dance as a comproe

mise the mirror ml was positioned at 5 cm from the cell and
then the divergence of the dye laser beam WaSv*“2 mrad.

I\J . . (J0 DJ C-'u2.hi -in ukG r§.:‘c»ir1_€3_  .--‘....='1."~i jI.*«—=rxi.rx<::.s.—' }i347.'£Q.17..§_:Q

A 301nm wide, l800_l/mm Bausch and Lomb grating was_ . . . . . . (3 _. .used at grazing incidence, {angle of incidence 88 ). lee» . _ O __blaze wavelengtn of the grating was 0000 A and blaze angle0 - o , K‘ ,.  g F I __\ J‘26 45‘. The efficiency was 75$ at 500m A in the Illsb
OECGT. The problem of multiple reflection between the grating

and tuning mirror H2 was eliminated by slightly rotating the
grating about its normal so that T

I

Q '1("3' t 5 rulings are not exactly
f‘: 1perpenfiicular to the optical axis 0 the laser,

In order to satisfy the condition d? 2 L, for the_ 11
0..' ° _ ° _ 1| 1'2 _ :0 I 1' 0minimum laser linewieth, the grating was kept at a uistance

of d2 : l2O mm from the centre of the dye cell, {d2 being the
distance from the centre of the dye cell to the ceitre at the_.Io

grating).

‘.‘,‘_‘,I]’1e  L‘ = c. .u-1.-_..__._'_..,-4  2 .A O O O
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I"Zuais the diameter of the active region at the centre or the
E--’dye ce l and is approximately equal to the width of the

I41ocussed'N9 laser beam which in the present set up is 0.3 mm.
.1...

Substituting this value for CD and 6000 A0 for ;\in eq. 2,ll

gives LP 2 ll6 mm.4-5

When @223 Lq'the laser linewidthl2is given by theJ.

relation

)\ "77’1(.<::n.9  Sin )

Where 1 is the width of the illuminated part of tne gra

5% is the angle of incidence and f>is the angle of diffraction,.—. ]_\\_.__u J‘|y‘ ‘ '  r-  O J 4 O’
-‘3Ll..;b LltUL,l11C_7j R = 6000 1-——. , J, 2 23 mm, 50 : o8 ano. $3 = lé:-.5 in0 I 0 o a - , O 0equation 2.12 we get the laser .lino\.--Jic;t1'1A)}= £7.05 A , This
shows that the theoretical linit fer 17863 linewidth obtainfible. _ . _ ,. 0with the present set up is 0.03 A ,

The tuning mirror 52 was mounted on a precision
rotatable mount. This mirror also was alumining coated on

glass substrate of high surface accuraCy'{p2;§m}, The distance
l0

between grating and the mirror was 5 cm and thus giving an
overall cavity leneth of 22 cm.

2 . 34 .e.l_i.92.sfT2e.n:§.

l"I1The crossusection of the pumped region oi ie dye
can be roughly adjusted to be circular or square by adjusting



1_1 0 F‘‘the pesition of the line rocus and dye concentration. The
1 _,.‘ -- ' _ . _ ’ -\ _ . -:- _ -- ;-\ J?» 1 , O *\*4\ ''.Nwee: fluorescent emission dilecteo b0 the ieeobacl mlLiOi

L‘!H is retraced through tee active medium. The emeroing
i...|

intense beam is passed through a pinhole of Jiineter equal
to the beam diameter. This beam is illowed to fall on the
grating at grazing inciflence in such a uav that the entire
been falls on the grating. The length of the gratine used
can be directly observed. The tuning mirror H is thus

0 retrace the beam through the grating to tne activeIaligneo vi‘

region. Thus can be easily monitored by observing the
expanded beam on the pin hole plate. By adjusting mirror
H any convenient section of the expanded beam can be made to
fall on the pin hole. Now the zeroth order output beam can

E..be examined for tuned output with the help of a monochromauoro
(HA ground glass plate placed at the exit or the monochronator

will show a sharp intense line image in the superradiant
background,

ment of mirror 11 will eive the

2 . 35 ?P.¢...:i;‘. -.*~:r;1_____c.e..t.D.<i*_'§_a.

The following beam qualities of the present laser
set up was measured for 5 X l0 Rh_6G in methanol and
is given.



2. -T’ Q.5.5.i..b_.1_€?. ,1!lQ1LQ.'€f?.Ti'l@_F1"§.%_ on  hf’

Output peter g l5 kW
Divergence 5 2 mrad
Bandwidth — 0.9 A0
Pulse duration ~ 3.5 ns
Conversion efficiency — 7.5fl

The following improvements can re suggestec “o
l Ithe present design for better performance of the system.

l. I 1The grating used in the present set up can be
replaced by a holografihic grating ef greater

width {SO mm wide). The feedback efficiency

of holographic gratings are higher and the
greater width permits the operation of the grat

-0ing at angle of incidence greater than 88

ea he flat tuning mirror can be replaced by a
curved concave cylindrical mirror to prevent
losses due to the vertical beam divergence.

The Aluminium Coated 190$ reflectivity) mirrors
M ane Hl can be replaced by dielectric coated
lOO§ reflecting t‘I _I_ _|1 P (~o

IE".l3_'_'-_‘JT(')I‘S SO i'1"iL !.',.-.‘-'3 Of _flCl@F‘1CV

of the system will be increased.



xi A sbheriva1 quartz lens can be used in front
to reduce the length

I.

f the cylindrical lens0

of the focusseo s*rlP 0; H9 beam from 2.Q C.
to 1 CW thereby wastage of punp power can be

avoided,

to get narroflIntracavity etalon can be used '
bandwidth output,
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The general properties of organic dyes as a laser
° 1ive medium 18 oiscussed. The basic parameters such as0ac’

power output, conversion efficiency, pulse fiuration, divs;—
gence, bandwidth, polarization and tunability of the fa

r-s]_ 1l1cated dye laser are studied in detail, .30 eutnut power is
found to vary linearly with input pump power. _he Conver_
sien efficiency decreases with bandwidth, A 3 ns dye laser
pulse is obtained with Rh—6G in methanol. A dependence of
been divergence on the distance between feedback mirror and

centre of the dye cell is established. It is founfi that
the feedback mirror had to “e placed atleast 8 cm away from

the centre of the dye cell to get diffraction limited beam

divergence. The bandwidth is studied as a function of
angle of incidence on the grating as well as beam diverfience.
Tue polarization studies on the output beam have shown that
the 100 wedge angle of the dye cell windows with resyect to
-3e laser axis increases the degree of Dolarization of the

C
:beam. However, no polarization competition efi ct is observe(1 3I 1ed. The tunability range and the emission peaks for tee

dyes Rh-6G, Rh_3, fiafranin T C 90, and diaethyl Pfl?JP are9

studied.
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Numerous approaches to obtain tunable narrow band
1 ' "Te
11,]_C+.u_/

1,]. "J!J
1 O . ‘ .. -‘ .' .._ .- ,\ I-_ .and power emission from organic lasers uJVt ween

reported, A coarse selection of the wavelength is
Ch; its concentratiselection of

3-6the solvent an 1bane1li1
1 .1. ' ' Ie the ce lengtn, But nerreV wave»

length tuning can be achieved only by using a WflVGlOD9th
selective resonator, “offer and flcFarland7 constructed the
first wavelength selective resonator with J plene grating in
piece of one of the mirrors and obtained a spectral Jidth of

4 Q. "J l"..
r The spectral narrowing
‘ m _ ._. _ , $3 _ .L 8-10one or more prisms in rne l ser cavity,

"I

'5 -_ ‘O 1 I O O I .-.. - "or u,l A has been acnieved using six prisms by bcbafer etei,
,J_3¥use of Fabry-?erot etalon the cavity gives

(‘

er beniuiflths, Hanscb could o tain a snectral

a been expanding telescope and a grating, for
l4

recently
' Tfihoshan has described a methee employing

'_1incidence and obtained a spectral uidte of £.W

,_fiheshan is now widely accepted by many investigators
‘I 0 1  v- —--  . 44-; , ._. -_. .. _ei pumpe . Several OcHOi eetnefleO .\| .I.

K4‘ -'I

.1.
‘Vpol riza ion with birefrinw

Hi
,-I\ u‘
L} L.rs" rsion zacutrotatory dispe

..L

- O 0 I u .-u ‘I ‘W _ ¢ '10.004 A using a combination of e uaory-Perot ocnion,

1

mix.
(\_}1L

can also be achieved by using
A spectral width

l

3

I
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A.the Faraday rotation in the vicinity o=

19
9

ouartz crystal, 33In‘ I
line pressure scannin@,‘3 WaV@l@“C3h5io

bi
\ 0*atcxnic cJ3so:\'

gnatorg ane selective.

(fl c-r U‘:
A ‘ - 0* O I - . /‘ 1 4seioctive di- ribuuei feeonach re

4-) ,o-‘. I 0 I ..,,‘ -. L‘ ‘J _ ‘I-\ ..r ~lection at glass atomic vapour inccifuce have ueen
renorteu,

%The simultaneous exfnrts mwde to improve the conver—

n efficiency of dye lasers show remark"blo ProQre58 Oven(4 l._|o O

xough the overall efficiefifiy of dye lasers is deplOf9blY bad
_: W ,. .-- , ,‘ , , ,. ,c , - I \ .- ° - ,\ . , —« 1 .. ._:(w 4- -x_J?since bhc pump laser KN?) efficiency is Jeiy ion, LMSV U;

the reported results are showing a conversion efficiency in
the range 2 to llj depending upon the design and hendwiflth.
"".’. 1 .L. ‘I  1 ..-.. ° ,1 _,,-_' , ".'_“ : _,, .- _c' r- r -/ 1.‘iczxan eca_; oocalneo a conveision etiiciencj UL zoo my
using an oscillator-amplifier dye laser system. It was also25 . . -. .sho m by Lawler etal, that the conversion etficiency can
be flroatly inproved if tne temporal fiistribution of bheii.4
pump pulse is adjusted so that the single col;
an oscillator and then as an amplifier. A substantial enhance”
ment 01 conversion efficiency is tossillo by using mixee dye

_L 9§_ Qsystems.“ 2”

3 . 2”‘ P 3:o.:?2r:t.i.<2.s. .092 _.L.%.s.e.r, .Dx.e.s_G -¢3

The characteristics of the dye laser output beam
Idepends on the physical and chemical propertics of the active



medium (the organic dye) as well as on the oarametors of the
cavity. The nrocess of lioht absorotion and the Kinetics ?H
reactions of the excited dye molecule determine the suitabi

I"lity or the dye as a leser active radium. These nrcncr'
(‘ ior the dye molecules and also the oscilletlon conditions are

discussed below,

3.  1 -Eiisilt. .»i%:bso.1:12t.iplri

Organic dyes which contain an extended system of
conjugated bonds are characterised by a strong absorucion ban
in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, The
energy level diagram of a typical dye molecule is shown in
Fig. 3 l. The long wavelength absorction hand of eyes is
attributed to the transition from the electronic ground state
S to the first excited singlet state 9 , when puaoed dveO l 1 I 1
molecules are raised to the lowest excited singlet state ‘,,

. D C H I O |’——\-1 ‘T'<. O
"3

I-—l L‘) an.ing involves the return to the ownunflJ""’ V

state 90 by stimulated emission of a pnoton.

'The long wavelength limit of Gbcorption b'nd is
Closely related to‘I

:)_ne thermal stability or the dye molecule,
R eye absorbing in the nearuinfrared has a low lying excited
Sinfilet state and a slightly lower metastable triplet state,
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1

The tgiplgt state has two unpaired electrons, Res’ 0; tne
i__ _ ‘ _ ' A ' ' , .' -..'-o .. 1 -.- '\ I.-\ -."\’-' \I H 1'dve molecules that reach this highly reactive state ey LLu$rfi+.l

excitation will react with solvent molecules, impurities er
-, ..._ __ __.. ° .3 -1   -1 --'- “ . , ~- —~  rN'!‘ -  ..other eye uolecules Lo vielo oecomhosiuien Qsocdcus. ~0flC0

.I-- . I . -- \- .» -'-\ 1 -\_ ~-.—.u -
dye ‘[310 lecu  DU L,.'--_—. dn LJf}_;_.W.-til .!._=_.._=_L. L,the thermel ins*9bilitY OK

to the lonfi wavclenflth ehsOrP3lGW 33” 59309 t0 100% W3V9l9“Cth
. d‘ 1- - "IV ‘ ‘H’: " ..._ .“'  O ‘ I “.’\ '3 ‘ '\' " ‘I .'- ‘-  IIlasing. ihe short wavelength llmlt of gye laser LL fligen av7. Terption of dyes Containing only two conjugatee double0 D L U:

, _,., .: . - ‘- L . -,. ~_.'- - 1 ,‘ ,1 . , . . -,—,-‘. —.ooncs, Such a dye nas aosolpcion ognus at uavelenecns DA
1“ “ __ ~. —-\ _ - _1_.‘ , ._ 1. ,_,_,,“.. 7- J. -.'- . _ : .‘._-,‘r-.!.1,soeec 220 nm. Since the ener9Y aosoioeo at his w3V3ltne»H

4-0hieher then the —nerey oi any bone in the molecule, ehozom«.0 ‘.4’1'-In 0.1

chemical decomposition effectively competes with radifltive
deactivation,

A peculiarity of the spectra OT
we aosorntion bends, In the case of e

molecule, many vibrational nodes are counled to the electronic
transitions. After the electronic exci ,1‘Lation has occured,
there is a Change in the bond length due to the chanfle in
electron density, As a result, the neighbouring stews consti' rtuting the bond will start to oscillate arounfi "he new pesiwIr

..".n-33

tion Hiti an amplitude r _ r where r is the new Done lengtn
before electronic excitation, A molecular skeletal vibration
is excited in this way, Further more, collision and electro
static perturbations caused by the surrounding solvent melecuic



T  .-, _ ._ ._ ,2 7‘.,‘ ._1._._"_f . . , ,-,... f\‘-'\ '. .  ' ZJ-_“._ ‘ '1 . ' T‘Qggadefl LJu2.u1ciVi,oal lines LQ sung; wioracional series.
>'r'I \ I ‘ ° '5 _ .. . _C . ..- \-'. , a —. 1 . '1' .5‘ /'lee rotationally exciteo sublevels lurtuer bruaoens bus

- ___l __ __ I __‘ _~ ‘ ‘ _ _ '_ ‘  ‘J, . _ -._ . . ‘ ,_ "'\-.spectre 30$ a quasi continuum or states snperianosoo Ofl GVJLJ
,\-*— -_-. .2 1 ' —._',----:-- ts, ' -I "‘1- _  ' - " ‘*1 -~ --,’.'~ "- ".'*ir..‘sele-_,'._,_:_O[_1_}_C  ls ‘._;;J\,L.4lrlOC.'. llie SICHIO 15,) CJ..__'.O 1-'~._.--M L2.‘-v

fluorescence emission also. 1 IThe organic dye spectra will oe modified due to the
fects of temperature, concentration and acid—base equilibria

1 the solvent. If the tenneratgre of a eye solution is
increased, higher vibrational levels a the iround stage are
populated accorfling tg a Boltzmann cistrioution, ans the tranm
siuions from these levels to higher sublevels of iirst e cit“?
singlet state broadens the Sfifictra. uui unis can be avoided
by cooling the eye solution to the glass point, The formfin

I 6tion of dimers and higher aggregates makes the absorption-o

I 5spectra shifted to shorter wavelengtns with an additional
;er band at the long wavelength siie or the monomer band,

The equilibrium between monomers and dimers 5flif“$ to the side

of the latter with increasing dye concentration and with
oecreesing temperature, floreovor, dimer formation is m=re

pronounced_in solution of high dielectric constant; notably
water. These dimers not only absorb a part of the pump light

Ton; also the monomer emission,.' --1
_I_.JG attractive disnersion

r'§

rorces between the large die molecules tend to bring the eyeA

,|_ 1.molecules together in a position with cae planes of the molecules



parallel, where the interaction energy is highest; While the
|_. 1high dielectric constant of the solvent reduces Lfle Coulombic

repulsion between the identically charged molecules. The
situation favours the aggregation of dye molecules. The
dimer formation can be avoided by using a less polar solvent

.1‘’Ilike alcohol or by adding a detergent to the aqueous dye
solution, which t _Len forms micelles that Contain one dye?v—;-' 2)

molecule each. The acidubase equilibrie with the solvent
"-ls- waaqn 5‘ -i~-' ‘L (‘:1 '-C4-c‘ c’ _ .-t_ , .rHJ-,-_,\:'_- :1 _ _\ ' t :.*.c~a so . u-ts opCLEra. oiiits alDCO mung d,ss c-n oxis is
C;EiODiC, neutral and anionic molecules depending on the PM
of the solution.

-   S9 r_-,,Emi s 8 i..O,.11 semi. ;11.9,an;  ..Iil:4.<9.rs.s.cp.r1.9.e.‘I ‘.' '-‘.1: -r .4....-.4 g. .5

The dye molecules excited to higher levels in the
single: manifold will relax with in pieoseconds to the lowest

vibronic level of El, The transition SI~,;Fb causes the
stimulated laser emission in dye lasers. But this light
emission has competition from several other nrocesses, mninly

from the nonradiative conversion to the ground state {9‘*€PSOl
and from the intersystem crossing to the triplet m“nifold,

5.-'-7-l“"'*Tl). In addition, ‘the S-=1-S absor1t)tion and T-91" ab£‘-,.'_‘-.T.“f)
tion of the pump light or laser emission reduces the ef:icien—
Cy of the laser system. The presence of s quenching agent
in the dye solution also reduces the fluorescence efficiency.



4 '1 \-/ '. gnu.‘ ‘xni

The quantum yield of fluorescence, §%-is defined as the ratio
of radiative and nonradiative transition rates and i3 9iV@n

by

Vtrf _. _ _ ____.1)
2 ___.,._i. _.l.,_,,;._..,__....,.._.._ -.l..__....l:'...._i_._-=. _, I. ‘( \ + ‘ K7.l@‘f' ks; ‘ S6 “C[

where f}f is the radiative life time, KQT is the rate ConstafliNJ

g)\for the processes Si-6vTl, Kcp the rate constant for internal1

conversion and Kq the rate constant for fluorescence quenching
due to LQJ (the concentration of quencher} and is equal to the
diffusion controlled bimelecular rat: constant.

3 o 2 3 _C28.C.l'i.l..=’e._r1:i1_i.9.r1__f~;C.:1‘1sl§:;t_,i_eI1

A dye laser consists of a cuvette of length L ice)
with dye solution of concentration n (cm"3) and of two parallel
end winoows each of reflectivity R for the laser resonator.ln., 3 ., , . ,
Hlbn nl molecules/cm excites to the firs‘ singlet state, the

1eye laser will start oscillating at a wave number 7, if the
ovexall gain

e><13E.¢:,'(§)nO  3 exp -:-°.1:({)-)nl-q :5 J.

\-.;11ere5"'c;(iI) andfi i_-("{1} are the cross-sections for absorption

and Stimulated fluorescence at it respectively and no is the
ground state population,



{ti 1

\.aThe above expression for gain can be written in th

53/“ -=~ 6319) 4
_______________—___ _________________~__K_ 3 (P .’ q ) 0 0

6'T—~’.V) -:~G;(§I) \

0 Lo 0 I 0
\.../

1l L ..
'!.r;"1('3:l.‘@ b '—"“‘i:‘ lfl =~-=R—- and (V

F‘.From the above expression, sinCe!),{§) is the minimum traction
of molecules that must be raised to the first singlet state

.9 ‘to reach the threshold level for oecillftion, it 15 eviiene
hat tLe peak laser wavelengths can be changee by changing

the Concentration of dye solution in}, cell length {L
_"-1 1 I...) . .L ' . .' .'.-,_~..flQ I‘:.SO1'1t3   L‘! '\;‘_I .

V

I\The absorbcc power density U necessary to mflintain
the fractiongy of the molecular COflCefltf7LlOn n in the exci~

,.-‘ x
(.0 O (_,-.2

V .2

U

P zfi-'&_-'_-'_,=?’hCO  . . .(3.4)
Uhere~f0 is the wave number of the absorbed pump radiation



ancur‘its cross section. If the radiation is not comnleu
1 .1...‘tely ausosoeo

ll 41 D t- 1 O O U) 0 {J1

T hen the threshold incident power flux is

:-. '11‘-ac /. . . I 3 as1    ‘O O S 0 )1

, n - - W - r . J, 1 is3.33 basic yaraueters 0L 3 eye iase:' "‘C.- -3- 4 & 1 ' NJ‘----In -O 5 Q. ‘C. L _I.‘@ .I...1 3' ‘L - L c? '{-' .'~L.- I ..h ._l——$_.h.. ..n -5‘):

4For the optimization of the performance of 3 dve
1 (‘~ -'.'\ (A -L .-. '\ fl .. '—~ ' A -,'-o- ‘.-‘1 J: -‘- r 1 - '2 r“ "3. '.' ‘. Tl51¢‘-_;‘.-'.. at‘/S L/31...} 8 _‘,_.JalC'.".I;1{31..Clp S«.,=_.u.¢‘j-7 OL the ‘.7“/S'CeE_"1 .«‘..S G5;-:3~'.Z”l L.L~J o

The basic narameters of a dye laser system are power output,
conversion efficiency, pulse auration, divergence, ozndwidth,
polnrization and tunobility, These beam qualities of
(.1-xrr3 1- '\g-,\‘,-\ (_.- ‘..-:- I-3_-I -C3bjfiiC “_|_r‘ I‘ _C ,.\'-y-\ --'—‘~f) Y T-\,\(s(-) -" 1. ‘r/")C‘L V M _I_ _] FT~..-'.'l'~_'_. .-'.. \:..’.. ._;. .',- up-. _1_ ’ ' 4. :1; LL. (.-. I."-.1.-'_ |..1l\.. 1)_\__.._).;.I-I L- ~J“.',Q bl,

‘their dependence on the system parfimetors "re iliustrfitod 1n
this section,

3.3L Pofiggflqgggfigjygiconyersion_efficiencyB 1.4

7 . - -   ---\ - .. ‘ - , . .=. . '.- .xTne power measurements WCLG cafriud Odo Jsinu a

SCIETTECH 1” disc calorimeter, The eXDerimontal arrangement

is shown in Fig. 3.2. The N laser power was monitored by a
5\‘)
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P1g.3.3(B). Dye laser power versus Nzlaser power for
a '.'ax10"'3 M solution of Rh 66 in methanol.
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' I """ 1- - -' ' '7"/".\1 . ""
fag-ft pin type ‘lj}'}Q‘tOd]_(_)(:,‘1Q}    PE1Ci{3.L-\,1-., C.‘.IL.'.,-. E3

!\.2fir -~.»- i ‘ ~ re J 1 /K T’xfliifluwlx stoiege O&ClllOSCGDG ‘meeee 4&4). ¢«~
1 1 1 _ J. ., A  \ . C» ‘ ‘ ".“\ 23 -t -v. 1 'pL‘ /\  -;‘'I’\ f‘ 7.} | u"\ .1‘:! _.Dene wVG laser oucbuu ; =. = 1 my lo Oletc 9» vv ~“~ ~*—*~"‘'’.f

3‘ .. / - \ -'- .'-\ ‘ "' ' ‘I I‘: F‘. . .meter ane the energy IOI 900 pulses is flwuet. Lee PULTOI .3 .-,.renetition race was measured with ; ueifier coun“i4g eysuew.

,11 c- -- ‘ J"; 2 1""" *1‘; 7"‘ r‘; '1 ‘r‘~'."1"‘  '° II": V". .TLC pulce uU£3c-Jn Orcgimcc LAJH bun §V

T“, " .. - --\—~..‘- -’  O
.-.‘ L‘. LS G L114 --.. 2;." L,J.\.Jf1IThe maximum obtained peak power was 15 RH for a 5 X l0 J

is used to calculate the peak power output p =~“““

solution of Rh_6G in methanol 33 3 PUB? POWCr of 230 K%. 1H9

back ground superradiance which is super imposed on Lb: Hair.’
‘. F'\.-\ /‘ g ,‘ — . __. - r . -'g A I , ‘  ,1. ..1__ ..,.‘ . . a‘ I , _ V . _, ._ .‘ \Duud lflbcf beam is taken inco accoenc ueiing all power measure“‘I P fmente bv provieing a graphical correc‘1 ‘ion on cue obseivee

.1 o 0_ ,. .._ r.- 4.1 _ -I...._ .1.Qrbeu .0 J A cne OdbgvbU
L.)Values. when fihe bendwidtL w~s incK '1'

power obtained was 21 kfl, Th-5 shows a conversion efficiencyI-°

of lO.5fl. The vfirietion of ouiput pofler with cendwidth is
shown in Fig. 3.3. It can he see: from the plot tw
Conversion efficiency drop; to 33 ween tee bandwidth in reduced

11 1 ."'
I1—\ -' .- —f.‘.-. . A  - I. a "‘ -I - . - ,-.  Q . rt..'./'(.'1C.-.\ 01..-.  U1. tJ.l!\/\  LILJQLI. ‘.Jr'.‘_'~-S

Oto 0.25 A. The L

1
I,.very low for narrow 3*nd operation ?DJ JGECO the conversion

_r- re::iciency too was very small,

,-- «rs . ’ .. -'§ _‘ ‘ -.4 - _ _ ., .1:  - .. . ..., _ ‘Tue vaiifltion of eye iafiti power with DUJQ nowei was
- . .. -« -r:—n... : _~.- .-  ~.:..lasef DONG; Lion 75 k5 LO ZVU in

M I « W .-.M v” -. i Lw _ . N . w H1 me coriesponding eye lgsei oucgut power for n 5 V 1D‘3 1

Jun .-I ' 1 . ‘ . ,., I UK‘ . . . _ _, ‘ ‘.\suucieo by cnenqing the;_ .
-(X

"3

soluiion of Rh-6G in Jethancl at a bandwidth of 1 K was
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measured. Fig_ 3.3 shows the plot of the depenflence of uyf
_ ., - .. ...\ . . §O\." fir‘ --‘! .' -!-‘-. r\ - -'.~ 1' .- -‘_ -'laser power on Md lasel QQMcL, Hilnin LHS iange Ssuuldh in.5.

‘I

Iis ebserved that the dvo laser euthut increases linearly wit;
Dunn laser power,J. 
3,  .:%°.‘,&!.-l5.>..i?._.._C..7.h_

The pulse shape and duration was traced using a
fast photodiode and a Tektronix storage oscilloscope, "The
mulse measuring circuit is shown in “'9. 3.4. The pulse

shape and duration of the N2 laser as well as the eve la er
I 1traced using the above circuit are shown in plates 1 ass 2

The M2 pulse duration is 8 nsec (FUHH) and the dye laser durau

tion is 3 nsec {Fhhd). The M2 pulse shows a sholder pulse
which is flue to tle back reflection from the rear mirror sf tee

N2 Laser cavity, The dye laser nulse also shows the sage
shoulder pulse indicatino that the dve lI C) ser pulse closela.6

follows the pumping pulse above the threshold level,

The divergence measurements of the lsser been ere
Carried out by measuring the far field intensitv Gistlibutiffl
across the beam using a photodiode and oscilloscope, The
exfierlmental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The
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K1)photodiode masked with pinhole was moved across the
at about 5 meters away from the dye cell. The pulse neig;
different points across the beam were nocefi. T59 P103 3f
intensitY (nulse height) versus distence GCIOSS the D983 Sivfifl
5 ‘ T‘ ' /‘_ Pa 1‘ __._ ' J. . 1- _ -. ..a-_ F 1". '1‘. _. . _ I  _ ' _r fin glw 5.6 snows that tee laser beam has apViaxine-ol; 3-2‘

("~ or tne i._.I

1 - _ .,.asei ;m2en et'-—.-J 5Gaussian profile. The gaussian nrofi.
distances of 6 and 5 meters away from the dye cell are used
.g_ I .c 1 , v ., ,1 - ,‘ _. N _«_- _-_ t ._ _.,  '7' '- ,.‘.0 Calculate LEO semi angulal divergence or the ueug, Lad
minigum divergence obtained is 1.2 mrad,

.1. ' .. 1. -- ,_=. -I_1 -1.   ..,.. ,fT-  -1. 1.. ..v_. -..’.‘IL, lb Ox):-a’»3I‘VC*;.=. L,1'1r3.L. c110 ulE;‘=.c.:‘1C(3‘ l.L"C-1:; L.u=;‘-. C€E"‘1L._!."-9.‘ bl

the dye cell to the feedtack mirror close to the cell has a
‘Idrastic dependence on the divergence of tne laser beam, The« r __1reedhack mirror position was varied from 3

_l_ 1centre of the dye cell and Lao divergence or the outnnt oeam
Was measured. The divergence of 8 mrad when the mirror was
at a distance of 3 cm was reduced to l.2 mrad when the distance

%u L1) in i" J O .3 I *''‘x~urther increase in distance did not show any
reduction in divergence. The plot of feedback mirror distance
versus semi angular divergence is sheen in ?ig. 3.7. an
increase in angular divergence over the diffraction limit in”
creases the bandwidth also, since the effective slit size of
the active region at the centre of the dye cell increases.
Hence in order to get a d'ffraction limited divergence and
thereby a narrow bandwidth the feedback mirror had to be placed
at a distance of 8 cm away from the centre of the dye cell in
the present set up,
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3.34 ‘Q3

A Jarrell_Ash O.5.meter scanning monochromator

with a spectral resolution of 0.15 R was used, along with an
E31 9684 SB photo multiplier and an omniscribe-chart recorder,
for the measurement of bandwidth of the laser beam. Since

o
the minimum obtained bandwidth was 0.25 fl,the use of such a
monochromator for the bandwidth measurement is justified.

‘I-9I.T he arrangement used is shown in Fig. 3.8. rig. 3.9 is the
I".

''‘'‘s)- .. .chart recorder trace of the outnut spectrum for a 5 X lO A
3h_6G solution in methanol and with the feedhacr mirror at

distance of 7 cm away from the centre of the dye cell. It
o

Shows a b€1l’1Ci.‘-.-‘-!lCi"'Cl'1 of O.25 ...»’\,

Attempts made to achieve still smaller bandwidths

obtainable with the present geometry of the dye laser were
unsuccessful and the following difficulties are attributed to

H)this. First o all the feedback efficiency of the grating
used was insufficient to get amplification at very large angle
of incidence, The grating could be used only unto an angle' ' O - 3 I I" \of incidence of 88. Moreover it was observed that the teen.

1.“back mirror position, which had a drastic eifect on the diver~
1 --~gence of the laser beam, also influenced the bandwidth, lhG

variation of bandwidth with angle of incidence of the grating
for three different positions of the feedback mirror is shown
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in Fifi. 3.10. Fig. 3.ll is the recorded trace showing
‘- po 9 O ., .,r: _v v ..3 ,_ 1 r‘ ,.1‘,. ._- ‘ ‘1’‘/‘'.?‘A_ 2 2,5 A at g- angle or incieence ane IGGuuaCk nirl,l

5 cm away from the cell. It can be seen that when the beam
divergence is a maximum the bandwidth is substantially high,
The minimum bandwidth obtained for 88Oangle of incidence of

the grating was 2,5 3 when the divergence was 7 mrad whereas
the minimum bandwidth of 0.25 K was obtained when the beam

divergence was l.75_mrad, The diffraction limited been eiver
Genes of 1.2 mrad is obtained only when the feedback mirrorJ

was 3 cm away from the dye cell, At this position the effi_
ciencv of the cavity was very low to get tuned output, These

“.25 ,.

- 0 0 ' , O ._— ‘
3 . 35 .1_°_0.1..':3.1‘..l,Z.3lJ7,l_0.-"1.. .e,f.f.e9.?¢. ..c»';U.<2. 31.0., 3.119.   L‘.-«,’_<“_-‘.9’.-‘v? . eel?

_<9.£ _‘¢.h.~?.lD1.e_ €19.11

The polarization of the dye laser beam is eeter_
mined mainly by the polarization of the excitind beam, the
relative orientation of the transition moments in the dye mole
cules for the pumping and laser transitions and E“

diffusion-relaxation time. Only very few experimental invesi“ . -. .. I 9 ' - ugotions have been reported in this field. Since the pola' .L ‘  - , , H . , .‘ , . ‘ ,rlzacion or dye laser beam can be manipuletee by intreeucing
into the resonator polarizing elements like Brewster windows,
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most of the investigations reported were taken with such
polarizing elements in the cavity, For the present investi—
gations on polarization of the dye laser beam, no intracevity
polarizing elements were used. But the lflo wedge angle of
the dye cell windows with the laser axie,_a common design

aspect employed in N9 Laser pumped dye lasers, can act as a
partial polarizing element. Since the zeroth order reflec»
tion from the grating is taken as the output, this reflection
also can introduce some polarization, An attempt is made to

_C‘investigate the efiect of the wedge angle and the reflection
on tee grating on the polarization of the output beam. The
degree of polarization of the dye laser beam for a given pump
polarization has also been investigated, a o

The narrow band dye laser output (Qt: (3.8 A) at the
emission peak of the dye was directed to the monochromator to

eliminate the superradiant background. The intensity Ip and
15 of the beam for the two orthogonal polarization is measured
with a photomultiplier and chart recorder by inserting the

parallel and perpendicular polarization filters in front of
the entrance slit of the monochromator. The tilt of the dye
cell was lOOand the angle of incidence of the grating in the-. . 0 _ . . T, .laser cavity was 88. Lhe degree of polarization P 2 E4

is calculated,
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In a similar manner the degree of polarization
of the suberradiant dye laser beam (without feedback mirror0 W I ‘Iand with O tilt for the dye cell} is else celculateo, In
this case also the intensities were measured at Lh€ week 01

the emission spectrum. The N2 Laser beam was ;monitored by
a photodiode and oscilloscope. The degree of polarization
of the pumping laser beam, the tuned and Superradiflnt dye

'7»
"W_ , ,, , -.;u_, .. , _laser beams for b X 10 A %h_6u and 2.5 X 10 m Rh-B and that

fL 1 .- - - ".3- o 1 "-\for tuned outputs of 2 X l0 5A C l2O 2 X l0 d Dimethyl POPS?

and dye mixtures Rh_6G + C l2O and flh—6G + Rh.B are given in

Table 2. The solvent used for all the dyes was methanol
except for Dimethyl POPOP which was dissolved in benzene;

The degree of polarization for the superredient
(‘
Lbean is less than that for th; tuned laser beam. The dif er

ence in the degree of polarization is due to the holarization
introduced by the tilt of the dye cell and the reflection at
the grating. A prior test on the cavity grating with a
randomly polarized Heéfie laser showed that at 8§)angle of
incidence it introduces a 2% polarization. But the observed
difference in the degree of polarization of the tuned ind
superradiant beam is greater then this value. Hense it can
be concluded that the excess degree of nolvrization is due to
the tilt of the dye cell which is the ohly other polarizing
element in the cavity, The loss introduced for one polérizati
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Concentration Degree ofLaser H/1 Solvent Polarization
P

1iXiiUIICaZIDIIIIIl%I0Fli9'OFI!j8O&Jhfl:C"I110-fijfivjiijflbfljjjjjhrb-—aO—pnnQ-II-on-Afi-nu-un:.u¢.c—-luojc-.o§5a-—I:-Q-...:Q.u|u.j"g

0-— ”_ ‘I’ 0. QC)
Superradiant Rh-6G 5 X l0 Methanol — 0.27

Tuned R h-6G X 10 Eie't‘na1'1ol - 0.31.U1

Lsuperradiant Rh_B 2.5 x 10“ Hethanol _ n,27

Tuned Rh_B 2.5 X 10"3 methanol - a.33
Tuned C 120 2.X 10 Methanol + 0.3
Tuned POPOP 2 X 10 Benzene + 0.65

TL1nG;:1 111 11.66 .g. C J_2C:- 2 X lO {R11-6Ci), I.‘’£e'i:hanol .. 0.08
3

2 X 10 (C 120)

Tuned Rh...6G  R‘::...;73 . 5 X 10 (R1’—:f.G} ,c !' 27‘ L.) 25 O [.4 I O I-' L.)

5 :: 10" {;F:1h..B)

_ .—don-ago‘.11133131001FO&I&I.oc=o1hu-swath‘)-1$:&ou Ow II-an Innihnunonnohliann InIu—InI1—I ficttnnjtluu °""OlOI=- |--‘CH4-II‘-'5



by the tilt and gratin” is not enough to drive the oscilie er‘SJ

_ _ 1.. .1. - - _ ,  1 -,-..' .'—' '1  "-~ -' -  ~..r‘- '~'- r‘belod tnresnole in thlt eel lizitien. but my lflpfuwfiblng
an extra pelarizine element in the cavity a sufiicient less

0 v ' .' .  ..1 ..,_.‘ 1. -. -- .  -. -‘ ‘--~.,' _lsrizatien can be given Gflu LHGLC ey LL .s pessitle
to ue" polarization competition effect between the two ortL3—' "3 A
gonel polarizations as shown by Began esal.

It can be seen fron Table 2 that the polarization
~ fih-6G and flh.B is negative and that for C 120 anfi dimethyl

9

0

POPOP is positive, HcFarland observed a negative _eleriza—I'

1. -\‘ion for Hh_6G when pumped my the secenfi harmonic ef Ruby
0‘. . ' "'\ '\ .---- ' " ~‘\ ' 7-: -'— . \ \  -h ‘. v- |"\ J I - 7-. -- ' 1 LuSGL and noqtxve pOldLlLaLlOh ween pungee Lltfi visible

radiation.

. a6 I_u_n.ta.i2i..l.:-.‘cv

R unique feature cf dye laser is the relatively
wide spectral range of e single eye at e p~rticul1r cencentre_
tion over whici tuned output can be obtained, Jest at the
dyes can be tuned ever a range of approximately 35 nn. Even
I - - A - _ 1 I _I__ __ ‘|._ __ _ _ ‘I __I _-V ._ __ _. .‘tnis range can no extended to snout 60 nm bv cnenqinu the

.5. _.., , ' .“ _I_ ': 1_ I 1 - '5" ." 0 1Concentlation 0: L33 eve es in see case of U118 bromice,

The emission range of the eves can be sniftee not cnly by
changing the concentration but also by tee use of different

f

50lV9nt5. A shift of 26 nm oi tee eye _eser emission Uith
changing solvents in the case of a 10 H so l_a C (I H° O ‘:3 O r_| E '. 6 1‘. «T5
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l,l_diethy1.nQ_nitro-4,4—dicarbocyenine tetraflaerohorato is
"W '7!

« --~..‘- 1 0‘)repolteo, ' 9For the present investigations the dyes l,4-Di- / - v 1 ‘. " ' .‘ . 1- ‘  NT‘ ~'_j\
[§-;4_netnyl_5-Pnenyloxazolyll] _ benzene gDimotqyé Purul,

.—I'_obtained from Koch_Light Laboratories Ltd. angle; ‘O
L’ 17'‘1w C-7

17from Lamda Ehysik Germany, Ah-6G from Loba India, Wh-B frqfl L

Jerck India and safranin T from Riedel Germany were used with
out any E rtner purification.

For a fixed concentration the tahability raage
. 1» 1 — _ _,.. . - —.‘ . ,. .\ -.-1 z-\ . ; . .. . _ - — 5, -_- ... . ..- uf‘ . _- ?~es was determined by tecoiding Lao output SDGCL;UJ with('7' 1 V-1 T) I "\

the nonochromator, photomultiplier anfl chart recorder, The
.n_. ' -; ,. ~ ,_._.__ _ . .- _-_ - _ . _ _~_: __ ,, .. .»- ,i ,.. 1 ,., ,._ 4..., _, ,. 4.‘.
L/JT'1li"l‘._,! :...".lrI‘Or =.«':..1L §7)O3J.'ulC)1'1GC1¢ (TL l.1‘1:,-‘- ::>hO_"‘=.  —‘-.K)3"!'\= ‘. .!r.'1'-/".3-1-.31"1(.~_;l.. 1

K ‘ ' / —- -"*1 . . v -0 '‘‘'\ -~ - '1 ''''\ - ' -|‘ . fs 1  u '«region of tnc emission SDGCLLUm fiO¢G lasine 5GCLlOn LOJ;Q be
'3

KC?
c+ rJobtained. Fig. 3.12 show the short and long waveleF’ I- 1..

Ilasing of a 5 X lO"3H Rh_6o solution in me .~
figures it is clear that the tuning range for 5 X 10 i an-ae
methanol is 13 nm. The tuning range for the mi
their concentrations and solvent along Nita emission peaks are
given in fable 3. The tuning range of iofranin T is given
when it was lased by energy transfer from Rh~6G, The dye was

not lasing by itself uith.H2 laser pumping, The tuning range
obtained for most of the dyes are smalle; than that rehorted
earlier. The limitation of pumping power {hvl5O kw) and the

1"‘ I__1some what small cavity Q can account IOI ‘as reduced range
observed,



Concentration Tuning ADyes Solvent 1/l rance 2
1:?3r..g,.;-...5.9‘.-3u=.;.pq.:.nfigunuo|-upug-figojn-0..-fiofiulggjbflfiix-anjfilfi-mlDlufi-IhdfialonulbnunddnlhrdhhI-'91-7-lI.llnOI.:1I-.0...-1u4:;;nu|1¥U-47}.w . e 2 ~3efimodamln 6G ;aethanol E>,\.M? ()1 g_, \ I (J1 C:'= 7) ()1 L J .,'\

\
4

7:

1(_;1 !-—=-0 ix) I OP \l. (,x Ix) I-*‘in B Qbthanol(_‘o C Q I :5

3x 10"‘ Q?L)
(J1 I (_',\ OCO (J I‘ J C.)Safranin T Qbthanol 3rs c ‘T wf "(j r /' 1ooumarln 120 methanol 2 A lO 433 u 443 440

2
3Dinethyl POPOP Benzene x lo” 426 _ 435 43;

éihnsrllfléuluuuuhXlliilflfinnluunuurgnnguolafiju-‘aug-n:c.anqu-nix:-n-may-an-an-n-ungp.—1gmIInIo—nu-u-quog.-a-.-paI-H1-.o—.nuuoo-sqggaoouova-onanzn

f1ié£_+ |,'I_-p-_

Concentration TuningDyes Solvent range 3/l range nm
-91‘-—lO-a3J¢fl‘§DO1j-II0%OIIZfi1::XXj:.g-qfiinvco-QupjmmQ-Q...tIII§ubg¢....¢..-g-_g...g.¢, 053:... Q.n...gm'_g3 .‘----'-n

1
Rhodamin 6G Lbthanol 1.25 X 19 H__ 8 X 15 3 568 - -“. —- -2Rhodamln B Hethanol 2 X 10 3 —~ 19 6fi5 _

(ix I\)

t___‘\ OJ I-‘

'3

Safranin T Lbthanol 0.3 Y 10 0-- 6 X 10 575 2. . an -3 —3Coumarln 120 methanol 1 X 10 —- 3 X lO 425 — 45?-3 -3Dimethyl popop Benzene 1 X 10 _— 2 K 10 416 - see

(A I.._a *...a

1-Q00--nun-ujouuxa.-mnnnnwduutonnu.au-c—no-.-¢-g.g.g.m~p.......—..-...ng._...........g...... -u...._..‘_.,,....,._—-.o.__,.,;,—.-‘I _. _, I
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0 I 1 1 1 a56 1 2 3 4 5
Concentration ...( g/I)719.543.

in   an 3 (A).  1‘ ts)
% 5.3
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But an enhanced tuning range for a single eye
can be obtained by changing the concentration. The cencentreu
tion of the dyes was changed from the lowest to the highest
possible value where lasing action could be cbjained. The
tuning range obtaihed is from the short wavelength lasing at
the lowest concentration ta the long wavelength lasing at cue

hest Concentration. The tuning range, Concentration aha
beak emission at each Concentration is given in Table 4. Her:
again because of the reasons statei abeve the tuning range
obtained was smaller than L'O previously rgpcrtefi values. It
can be seen that the emission peak wavelength changes with

Concentration. Fig. 3.l3 shows the plot ofhkrflx Versus con
centration fo? the fives Rh_6G, Rh_B and Lafrshin T.
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ABSTRACT
. -I\.—'.£~.l._I. .2 .I.:—qJ -I

The l sine characteristics o
' ' ‘I P’ ' '\ . 2- F’-' ' \ ftsystens of Rhodamln GG — Eatfdhln 1, fin ,1) —l «i; ‘"3

J I; U ‘.3 L?) I 5"’. "I '2. 1 .1 ._ J 1._l . L J

anfi Scumarin 120 _ R hodamin 6G were studied usino £2 laser

at the pumping source. Laser action was obtained tron
Safranin T in the mixed dye system with a concentration Lflfllflg

range of 31 nm. The lasing peak wavelengths as a
r‘thn concentration 0; the donor anfi the accontor were stuoieo\.)3"\/

for all the thieo Systems. The obfierved donor CODC3fltrfit1fiR
denendence on CLO emission peak wavelengths was attributefl to

the formation of a complex in the dye mixtures. The blue' C.‘ P I f‘3 - " - " ":‘ 1 , ‘\- ' -. n -\ 1 I - ‘ ..-. .- , . , , "'\ -0-. \ fl -" I --\ -'— -. ,_‘ \sntilc ol LNG @mlSSlOfi peaks as a result at itxmal SOmSlLlZuLlpfl

[his blue shift also was found denan:en'c"-‘

on donor concentration. An enhancement of the power output
v +u I f‘  /

I.or CI 2005 in Rh_6G - Rh-B mixture and 5C; in G l2G
Rh—6G mixture was observed. A lzl molar concentration of

donor and acceptor was found to five the maximum efficiency.
3 T-\"'I'I -—\T':"‘ - - -- -. - s’ -'-' . --- -- - - -  "\ -.-.. -‘-. .lflc d-gcee of POlallZ8Ll0D of the L;UL outout was meosulec as

a function of the concentration oi the donor and the acceptor.
‘IThe amount of deholarization introouceo by energy transfer

.1

lmechanism was experimentally obtaine ,"\
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4- *4‘? .§.e_t+,3€9§»L2.Cct,i.9.r1

ie increasing applications of jye lasers in
spectroscopy and photochemistry demand the innrovement of

efficiency fine extension of spectral region of operation ofI 3 1 “ ‘_‘ ‘__. _ __ l‘ ' .1‘ ' _ .'tnc cnmzjlasers. j1UCh.iKhfl: has izxnm reeoilxrj fCLANTpiJ in

this cirection by the excitation of dyes by energy transfer-. Q g 1 Lprocesses. Nitrogen laser pumoed eye losers are limiteo L0
J..

dyes which absorb the N9 laser or te pumping schemes where
the excitation energy is trans°erred from an absorbing donor

1"" ‘- "‘ - I ‘ ' _" ’ r -'r—\ " y‘\ ' - . . 7 --n -- -. ...- " I‘;— - # -\ '  ' I .- '—.l Ito an acceptoa. fnereiora, encrgw trensier eve laser g;;JL)
en.-;;.: laser i1‘1d:,1ced i11‘teI'1';1«3lec=e.J.a;': and

L:napter a short review of the WO;$ done on ETDL and ti;P F‘
Iaereccerxstics or some cneci ic donor _ acceptor Pairs are

4
I.4 o 20 .43.“. .i;i<e.\z.i.e.\;~:ai 0 1” ‘c_1:1;e._c

—

A. -L.._l.. :.v .. ,..OIL.-E.?7 {?LJ‘

S VGIBL re9ortsl"d concerning the theoretical and
experimental aspects of excitation transfer nwve anpearei
during the last decade, but only recently extensive diecuasions

4_3l- 0its applicotions in EYDL systews have been report d,
In 1968, soon after the discovery of organic five solution- '3 - 4 - 1-1 - '1' ‘I f‘135033» ietefsofi etal. demonstrateo tne :Da5l0lllEV or a ave
mixture laser with flash lamp excitation, In 1971 Joelle; etal



wed effective excitation transfer from Ln-6G to CresylV (TL 0.) L} D 5 ”' \

violet by N, laser pumping and observed an increase in powerz.,_. . ‘ 6
output, A simple theoretical model developed by Dienes etal,
is found to be in good agreement with the experimental results
obtained for Cresyl violet—~RhuG mixture, 3 common pair used,-. _ I... . . ...._ , . .  -‘ ‘ - - _|_ ',_tor most or tne ELQL stueies; Tnoy COUln also exnlain LHO
gain variation with acceptor Concentration with this the reti_

- 1 "'1 . ' -._ ,_  _1 ..  ..  ., T? / "cal nooel, lne gain measuiements uON@ oy poem on fin-oQ 

Cresyl violet mixture and Cresyl violet alone clearly show a
‘Ihigh gain in the mixture as compare; to Cresyl violet alone.

Tuis high gain of ETDL system was demonstrated in other donor
\.J

acceptor pairs also such as Rh-6G __ Rh_B , Coumarin 30 __ Rh—6C .-. -- I -. - --~  u o u I 1ano His — mbe__Perylene, As a result of this high gain, toe
I"conversion exficiency of dye laser will be improved much.

Recently, the author obtained a conversion efficiency of 213t‘; O
for the dye mixture Rh_6G - Rh-D” at a bandwidth of 1 A weere_1-1 " '-..as tne sane tor RhuB alone was only 7}, It is interest ad
to note thct dyes like perylane coulf be lased by energy
transfer mech3nism‘1hich otherwide would not have been possiale

1 his high gain, which is the result of an enhanced life time. . 9tne sensitized acceptor, nroduces a blge ‘hift in the eai(_f'\

ssion peak of the dye. Recent investigations on N laser
pumped ETDL showed pronounced bite snlit in the superradiant

beak emission wavelengths of Rh_63, Rh-B, Brilliant sulpha
F‘:.. ’ ,"v I -.-- M‘ l 2 . Iflayin, ooumarin _ 1 and yerylenef’l '1 II the fluorescent
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Ljgrc wakes it cfigifiicult to iAkHTtify the l3£dJm;s9?OCiOS. In" I ' . ... - .:_ ..'- - I 1 '. .sucn wvsgems, as SUQGGSEGG by Kusamoeo Gbdi., tne lasing snecies
15 lgenulfied as the one whose emission peak is indenenoanu

I - 1of the other, But the author showed that this rule cannot
be applied, since in miny mixture systems the emission peak
is dependent on donor concentration.l2

~-- , 1 . 1. _._ 3 . -1 -- ‘.3- -.\,., ‘ ..-,  _ ..1__many autnors nave Lrieo to dCL3iMlne cue pio.anen.£ . ' ;>,iH,i3-i"mecnanisms o enoroy transfer in ELDL systems.' Cprominent mechanisms 01

!._.—l (D I O. '|. ..I ..
1 '1;

O .--: ('3transfer, resonance transfer due to long range Jipo
interaction and the collisional transrer. Lin and Qionos ,
by measuring the acceptor concentration and solvent depencence

Iof the fluorescence life time of the donor in Rh_6G _ Ciesyl
I /‘violet mixtures, determined the reaction rate constant oi

_L,1.‘ .- 1resonance transfer and concluded Lnflfi tnis wechanisn was

dominant compared to the collisional transfer, Eilborn and
r1' '\ ls.) ; o a . _- 0 g n . 0oraynan reported a significant contribution oi radiative

transfer by measuring tLe snatial distribution end the time
detendence of simultaneous two wavelengtL output in
./y __. I -9‘ _ O __ ‘ K _ I - -0 -._ w _ - no - V I__ _I‘ ‘ _, _. .oresyl violet mixtare, H Quantitative stucy corresponding

6-'~ -—~  -1-‘ .L— .-  . - . .‘ .  ,. . -. . .. . -.  _
LO _'. r3L‘J.c3 LILVG} L..£‘E.‘.-. ‘.1; J. (:.L“ c'h'}0. .12‘;-: S-OI‘l£-‘:1‘.k.,-C" JC.I.‘o'1"‘.I..‘3 f(‘..-'_‘ 1:) _:_‘(3'.‘O:_“‘.;L'; (E ,-)v

I3-D’-‘El  .-, -"'. /, . . P_j_\_'  -‘-'\ -- -- 1' ox \. -— --z‘.‘ ' .‘ -.--- .- rs  ..oiioa on, \a3iyana. From tae concentration oogendemce or the
F‘ I.r...‘---\ """‘ ’.I 1‘ -5 u .. ‘ .... p’... . .. - _ .- _Qilwbbiv? iluoiescence lire Line tney determined the rate
' -" '\-v "L -,5 J. _ .- ._ L‘ w - ‘ 3. _ _ __ W.’ .- "COflSbudb8 foi both the ~rocessos ano have snown that raoiative
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transfer is prominent in Coumarine 30 — Rh-6G mixture. T50

dominance of these energy transfer mechanisms in a given dye
in ‘1
..‘_" -1 , .LLlmixture may cepene on the concentration one the solvent.

C‘ A - _ __ __ __ _ ’__ ‘W  :_ _,_\ _ _. .’.,One or the fiLdJ1»duVaDLGqcu o£‘Eh;Le:systeJs oJei1 ~ '1 , *' ' __\ __ __ __ _\ __ . __“ '_ _I__ .:_1 _... . —-II“, .;-. — o-,_ 1conventional eye ieseis is Lflc -xtensien UL coo speccrei
r€TlOD O_l operation. in efficient energy transfer processI-3';

occers in a dye mixture when the wavelength region of emission
;onor overlaps the absorption of the accertor, In

oroer to get laser action from a eye by N2 laser pumping,
either the donor or the acceptor need be a lasing dye under

N? laser pumping as in the case of Hh_6G - Safranin' 1__ _’ -1:,  1 5‘ ' o /_ a (- a  A‘ntxxacene _ gerylene ane Loumarin _ gcrirlavin. evlonlo . ,, . . . . .poulose D has discussed EJQ requirement for an efficient donor
Ci. em- . . . lg .or flash lamp gumpec tlUL, Dunning and "tones nave.*'_"

‘dye

reporteo near infrared laser emission from DGDC with Rh-B as

the donor under N2 laser pumping, The author could get an
enhanced tuning range for Rh_6G by energy transfer mechanism
because of the low threshold lasing in ETDL.

In an energy transier process, it is usual that
\'the donor fluorescence will be quenched by the acceptor.

But by a proper selection of the dyes and their concentration
it is possible to get simultaneous laser action from both the
donor and the acceptor, A:hamed etal, demonstrated the fee
sibility of a white light dye laser by energy transfer necheni
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4“ ebtained simultaneous lasing at three primary colours ““

lamino—4_methvlcoumerine, Acriflavin and Qh_B, t

that a cascade process o
of is

1nu"-5..’

L

\
I

energy transfer is efficient

- laser lines

suitable

18 spectroscopic applications require siemltaneees
wavelengt? from 8 laser sys*“.
design of the resonator will permit ;UCh an opefietie

of a dye laser; Jut the wavelength will be wit
of a singl dye,

h in the range
For widely separated multiple wavelengthoperation Oi “

*'v“"= ~r.C3rT Flt’ C '3
.1 . 1.}. /-~_ L. \..1 '._,-.   «J _.

1 dye laser energy transfer mechenis;.usin“
s the only possible solution reported so

Iuisr‘4.1

The various advantages of energy transfer aecnn.
in dye lasers attracted the attention of

however, a proper theoretical approacn
to 3

many researchers

' to tt problem is
3e worked out in detail.( .

J

fin atteLmfl;1vas mfide ‘
__1_‘ u _L _ . 41 _ J _mauuefl LO Give a simple cneorecica
O1 £H1.ETDL,

. cy Diene
J. model for

But a

U‘; at

more accurate

of an ETDL was given by Weiss and
l..l

the eerforflance
—'- *_-\ r_ -:% ,.-. -3 -'-uL;-L ~..Jav!.1'(-I-.11.;

0?peiser2 and
mulation applied to the Anthracene —

Speiser and Katraro“
Perylene system by

9.1. T-. , , 1 ,...,.. . .3. ..'.!.L
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results,
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_pC'.9lI‘ Fe 1? f oran an c e
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1.‘.I L detailed investigation on t“:3 nerfermance

characteristics of Rh—6G _ Safrenin 1, Hh_6G H 'j-'3‘-x "_’.' Li L--- L. anfi C
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Rh-6" dve mixture systems are presented here. Since uhe
" ‘I’ " \ ' -:- 4- ' ‘ - " I '- \ - - -. n “ ' "\ -Id‘ 1 “J "' ‘\ 1"‘ "A Q : ‘I '-':CCCflpGfS in all she uhgqe JlxL4fGS ale ioun; L9 be lasing

.-.
..: __ _ ._ _ ._ _ ,!.. .. .-_ .‘ ._ . — . .1 .'. .5. ' . .... .- -"- "- an " — '-A ' '3 ‘I’ ‘l ‘R! C‘ ") 7'‘un er en fgfi uf¢MSiU§ C0UOlLlOnJ3 911 ~49 vKP@+l~en~a+ b3«~+J .5"

4. -’\ 4- " /\ 1.. _.  :- I ' 1. 1 ‘: I" ‘ \ ‘ y‘ ;"  ""1 3".«rations Eng: DfiUCCA£X} gag ;fisifu;:JOuG fix Aw“? ~Y9S.
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Q-—~3 O / 1.4 |—.-i

I I-’V

Ow-w-I

l b-J

I <2I J_| .

5: ‘ C. CD Fl W 0.J E D I--‘

The molecular struciures 01 J

molecular weight 479,02) ind Safranin T (C9OH]0fi4Cl»moleCular
weight 326.1} are shown in Fig, 4,l and 4.2 respectively.

'2 v ‘—»Jo‘h +he fives belone io the Xanthene group of dyes, Lose:
A: m r” i v C. : - .- q.m mL.n m. ' . 1 34 ° W fifim .wacuieu ifod wairanin 1, was !egOiLOw pievious Y Using dad no

second harmonic radiation ofiid H glass laser as the pump
Source, Sui for ihc present investigations initial attenpus

I’

.. «-. _.." .T.. '3 A  _I:.-4 ' -.' . . ' - ‘ J -x -9\ --5 1 z,--. -,'w . , -_ .  '‘
[Rage no ifise uaiianin J Lmxu1}.32 lJLOL lCAJ UnSUCCOS8LUl.
Th: nest impoftent criteri% for an efficient energy transfer

.9.' ‘ ' ‘ '.I <r“' I 1 -5 . — 1 ‘ --- "*1 '- ' '. O P. ' ' 1'. '‘ ““ '\ .--\ in a dye m4fiLqLG is Lhe overlap oi LHQ emlSSluH spoc£iu,,ui1 u - . __,,fine comer and eosorption specirum of cg: acceptor, Lhe
L 1_ ,. ,i- , _ --_, 1 - __ i, _- - _ _ L x;;- v : r ,N. iv..:eq_ies on specpial CU3faCLOilSLlCS o TQz\$ GfliSSlufl em,0')

.'_.

"' '.' "' - "l' . -'-l-‘~4-\ - ‘- J‘ ~- -—.'*\ . '\ PH‘ - -— 4-‘\--\-v -- - \- U? -x ~ --4-\ .aCuiOU was obpeined LLUH Usflaflln 1, bv Gfluiuv Lrunsiei wiocess
"- '1-t  ',"i11'l... 3|”; (3 F‘ T 3‘ r: (1.r')n hr U <2 inn‘ 7"‘-7 l J C‘ «‘.~. "‘ ‘J :7 3- 1-"; A N; 1- ‘n‘\ c- , I "'5.. »... x) J- .I.\.. ,.x_ J \,_. J 1___ 9 . J L _§_ (_ \) {,1 __§_-' I./‘\’_  V-.  J _[_  .4—

Rheflfi 5LJBi _ Ineia) and fiefranin T xfliecel _
.- ' _:__‘_ I ._‘_ \ A 1 _ A _|_ 1_ I._ ‘C ___‘_'n_ 3 ‘N __ _~ o . , V
' ='3'-'~- :'~-=!T‘f.’ 113-739 ’-.15--’:?(.: ‘. -'1 m.1lO1.! L» J.U..L '.;‘:C}i ;_)1iJ. 3_‘flC(3"i‘,l<;>n. C--1')-qgctro

“franin E, absorption showed 3 wood spectral overlap ano laser
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C 1" E- 9 .25’ _>’ 3Fig. 4.4 (8) clearly demonstrates tha
. a a  _---. ° , « J.‘ u .'.‘-r~- ' " «-‘- ‘ ' K‘.depends only on Lee COUCOnL¢3tlQh OL attanln I e Jflllsuwhg

._ 1 _IT —‘ -’_ ..-1_-- -A .. -.'— . ' ..‘ -.., -_- ...,- a \ ,-s n ' ~' *’ .(:'-g‘ . F‘. '-‘A \Lac LuCp Luat the lasing Lakes plaee lfl Caxtanln L. zldb
. ....‘- - . -_ .‘- . ~,-~. -A a-- y r\ - . ,— T\:- ”.. ’-_' —. .-. “N "‘\ I“ -C_ - "'\""\ -("1Imast of inK3‘3XClLaLJIH1 @MC;LQ'{flluOLbQL1]rf.uJ—uCiJ4;'tLuHbLu¢LCk1

I..‘ca fiafranin T as a useful pump power taking excizatlon trams

fer quite efficient. Toreover the fact that en N9 _ase; of
".  r .' 1 .. " - .2 —_. 1 - --\ ' 1- -1- -r. --  - - -,- ' -.— " -5- 1- a5% kg is useo to lase afrantn 1 av €flGLgy LLdnS;Q" Jlsn tne

Ccncentration tuning range of 31 an 1ur“her demonstrates Qnat

the ZTDL system can work efticiently, even at very low pump
powers,

'WN3)\ Value of‘T~%7wfit T in *%e 370‘ svs“Wv‘J. 'u/1\-‘3‘I \' ‘ '(““L L‘ —“1 .1 ‘d'.' I. ‘J I 9 L"-'A‘L-- 1\ /\

at the concentration of 2 gram/litre is at 6P8 nu. furtnerL I ’inctease in the aoncen*ration of Lafranin T stopped tee laslne
D _I_ I ‘ . A __|_ 0 _ I 1 -U‘ ’ ‘Wm ‘ _‘ '  _ _,v_ _o K“ a._ H H Q 1 v“ .-(-v'CLlOfl oven at hlgnet Jonel C©fiCGflu33;iUflS, baffaflln A. . ea , . _alone 18 reported to lase at 610 mm.‘ But 1n the present' ' I 1

I
' , ,__._. . _ ,,‘_.n_ - A A _1 I ./ -x_ .. - 1 _\- A - , -- ‘__ H __ , 1,  ; \,_ _
lT_1‘J'~3 ob,‘-.96.: L,lOlt;s CIFIC 2)  Tim ;.7‘(-;' :3‘? G11C|.S-D1011 CCU ..].-L.t 111) i, .39 f3J.}:,'3_=.113'(_L.

IT‘ "\ 4- "N -‘T "\ "-1 '  ‘K "" I - u x '  . -.. ' K --s .. - \. .— ' ..- .'1H6 season ;o¢ LfllS may we the bias Shlso 3; a done; Scflpltim

zed laser system compared to an unseasitized system. SucL an
11

effect was observed by Klenernan etal, and theoretically. _exelained by Urisu etal. But a quantitative estimate at
‘this blue shift could not be obtained since Vafranin I alone

was not lasing under N2 laser pumping,
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T‘ O Q  I_'\‘:_‘ _/ f_:I (__' _C‘A . "-‘ I__\ ,  _l_. I,. ,.l .
L;f1]_]__1{Q tfie .111---Q!\_,: ea .33 Lianln 1 ;)\J’StL?;=.7 L;.1.'1'\-" '-..-‘}’=.,

pair Rh-6G _ Hh_B is a well known system for its @LilC1GflCy
,~ _ _- __ _ A ‘_ ___1 ./ ‘r .3- _'_, ':'~. _ 1 7. __.:..cf tran5re£lnC 95939? flea Rn_ob 0 jhwfl ans JJL

can be lased indiviflually by N? laser punpiflfi. hence the
P--rc"" '\"N v -- - ~ (“Q "' " (~".*- --" -3-I‘ 1'),-x-an--C ~' 1*" "'1 "(W “I: 77-] "' \f"‘ . .71‘!.4-,g.-c;{,L,;. '.!':JE) ;_l‘.;;,(,: CO o-cutxy -cfle !VL:J_Lfx.).-.—'.;'--'rT.'-.45} -‘,1. :, L1. Jl.C..._.. _....J_r.

r."| ;_  _,‘ _,\_ ,‘_l_ . _ _\_."_‘ '_\_1 .1 _°1 he Aoleculai Structure or hn_B (molecilar Ueig
1--. . 1- . .   I n_. ' 2:-'SAQWQ in rig. 4.3,

The donor and acceptor concentration depengence
‘Ian the superragiant erfiesion peaks of the ETDL system was0 Ieetained with t I(ha setup described in 4.31. with a modification

that the prism monochronator was replaced by a Jarrell - heh
0.5 H scanning monochrenator and the nanoameter by a Fieher—

Recerdell SOQO chart recorder, Fig. 4.6 {£3 shows the can»
one while1...:Centraticn variation ofikmax values for nh_3 a

I.|~ig. e.6 fiB,C and D} represents the shifts in gho 21-3 emissie
(‘tor difrerent Hh—6G concentrations (0.2 gfl to 8 =/l)"C5 (D Q.) \- ,3

with three fixed Rh_B Concentrations :3 9/1, 2 g/l and 1 gfl},

fin
.‘_
—Two important results are evident -rem t

-1-}vations. Cne is the blue shift of the emission Weak: or
o - 1donor sensitized Rh_B and the other is tne don:r concentration

81,  5.‘.I‘.
‘ Q-‘N -\ \,-v- —_—‘= .. \ I l . o .. -. : . _ - 5 _ . -7 - . ,_ _ -‘; ,._ .QGpcUUdDCG of Lne emlSSl0fl peaks, h donor sensiti ee ; Rf‘‘ '= . J 113 Shaun DO have 3 higher gain Compared to UflSOWSitiZCu I'\\.I vs“en
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energy transfer also may Contribuie to unis blue shifu. Bus
unis blue shift is less compared to the: caused by the enhanced
life time due to complete energy transfer. It can been seen
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that when the donor-acceptor concentretien anoroaches l:l
ratio the energy transfer becomes néximun and tne blue shift
due to enhanced life time also becomes maxinum.

|.J (J a C" (P II ‘—"\ (1'Another important observation it 3.
from the maximum blue shifted wavelength {Z§)\) at higher
3 h-6G Concentrations. ‘This red shif“ '” “‘ "t”“°‘ * ”'”
a complex formation as it is evident from the nature of the
red shift for different Rh—B concentration. Such a red

o complex fofnetion, as in tee case of a methanol
«~/. . . . . . . , 30pyrylium ano dinethyl aniline is not uncomgon.P’.solution 0

The experimental evidences are not in favour of a ground state
interaction of oreanic dye molecules when organic solvents1  C -‘-J.»

L»are usee. Hence these comnlexes are tne result or excl ed
I--}')state interactions {excinlex). A detailed investigation o

the aesorption and fluorescence pronerties of these excinlexes
is necessary LO explain its role in the observed red shift.
»4 'n:=";u.re r_:f)\varia'tien at }'1l=’:§he3’_" .T{h..'£:‘; concentration:-':. "T:han
I'\a gfl could not be obtained since under the present exneriu
mental conditions the system was not lasing. lee ra"e of

1 ,\ -1‘ .,...l_.-'. -  - - - .,_ -  ,_1 -l . 1‘ ,v. ._ _ .~ _r: _«. c. -5. ..
CO1-.1}?-“.L.">(. LOJ-.'...z;.'-.Ll'.)n 1'0 lllall CL‘. x,"\Jr lie K.lLLlL}SJ.f)r1 QL l,,..LO L;“..'.,.=

o u _econstituen's and is sroportional to the product of the con"
2-3centrations 01 the constituents, The sloaes of the re; Shilt

1’ (‘P .. |
Iportion of B C and D are eigrerent, This indicates that the

phenomenon depends on the concentration of donor as well as
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the acceptor. The decrease in the maximum blue shifted
region with increasing Rh_D concentration further supports
the complex formation. This study shows that in the Hh_6G u

Rh-B ETDL system the lasing:AmaX of RhuB is dependent on Rh-6G
concentration due to the formation of a comnlex. A similar

_f'_‘ .L. t ‘_ .,:.., .. ._ 0; Lin.) E’.CC=.‘.--;.?!o=QJI‘ ‘-..’<.':‘«Sdonor concentration dependence o-£’)\maX
seen in “he system C l2O — Rh—6G.

The tuning range that can be obtained with cencen_
tration variation of the lasing species was stud‘ed Pie

4.8 (/71) shows the concentration variation of  _y values for
Rh_B alone while Fig. 4.8 (B) represents the some for donor
sensitized Rh_B, It can be seen that the tuning range for
the ETDL system is approximately the same as that for non“
sensitized system except for the blue shift. In Fifi 4.” (3)toJ.

iflug) values were obtained by keeping-“~e::l since it was— max ' ~ [A]
the Concentration ratio at which maximum efficiency could be
obtained, moreover this ratio allows the operation of the
system on the maximum blue shifted region shown in Fig, 4.6
(BOD). In order to get laser action at acceptor concentra_

tion above 3 g/l the N2 laser power had to be increased frcn
lOO kfl to l5O kW where as the hh—B alone system was lasing up

to 5 g/l with l0O kwlfly power, The reason for this decreased
efficiency of the donor sensitized system at higher donor and
acceptor concentrations is fluorescence quenching by the for
motion of comolexes,
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Wavelength.(n.n.)

919.4». student? 91' 33 9“ ""' 3“ 3 5m“
as am 3  1...ad1o
(3) nnn1.5¢/toanwln/1.
(c) m a 3.5 9/1 + an an 1.2» all:
(n) an a 1.9 o/1 4» Rh fl 9 #1
(2) an s 3.3 g/1+ ms 3 all.
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He efficiency of the ETDL system, in terms ofea ,_

intensity, as a function of donor concentration is shown in
1ig, 4,?. It can be seen tnat as the donor concentration

increases the intensity of the peak eeission wavelength in—
crgageg, when the donor acceptor concentration approaches
lzl ratio the peak intensity becomes maximum, A further
increase in the donor concentration decreases the peak inten
sity, This shows that the linear dependence of intensity on
donor Concentration, as predicted by speiser etal.2l is valid
only at lower concentrations of the donor, fit higher denor
concentrations this linear dependence is disturbed and shows

a decrease in intensity due to complex formation. A 900;
increase in intensity for the sensitized system {Fiq, 4.9{C))
compared to the unsensitized system §Fig. 4.?(A)) was ob.erved
This shofis that the ETDL is mere efficient than the conven_

tional dye laser,

The studies on the polarization properties of the
ETDL, R h_6G _ Rh-B, has given the extend of depolarization
introduced by energy transfer mechanism which is a well knern0 0  9 0 o 1':depolarizing factor. The degree of polarization ef the
Rhmfi emission as a function of Concentration was measured with
_Ithe monochromator, PTT, chart recorder and the perpendicular

and parallel polarizing filters, The ETDL was operated in~ 1111 I;a superradiant manner and the degree of polarization P3f“”*:‘“
1:11t1,_



was measured at the emission peaks. The pumping N9 Laser

power was monitored by a photodiode and oscilloscope. No
correction factor was applied to the calculated 'P' values
for the degree of polarization introfluced by the monechronater

since it will be less than 1%, The partially polarized H?
laser used for the excitation of the dye was having a degree
of polarization P = + 0.33. The solvent was methanol”

Fig. 4.lO(A) shows the variation of the degree of
polarization of Rh—B with Concentration and Fig. 4010 (B)
shows that for the dye mixture Rhu6G _ RhmB for a fixeo con»

centratien of 2.4 g/l of Rh_6G, The drop in the degree of
polarization at higher concentration of Rh_B is due to the
concentration depolarization. The relative orientation bet"
ween the absorbing and emitting dipole causes the depolarizaw

._|.1tion. At higher concentration the absorbed quantum of iigit
is transferred from one oscillator to another with a certain
angle between them. This further enhances the depolarization,
In the mixed dye system it can be seen that the polarization
changes in a complicated manner with increasing acceptor con“
centratien for a fixed donor concentration. Energy transfer
takes place preferentially between parallel dipoles, but non
parallel dipoles also undergo transfer with resulting depelan
rization. This effect can be observed from Fig. 4.10 (A,B)
which shows a drop in the degree of polarization of the donor
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sensitized system compared to the unsensitized system. How»
ever at very high acceptor concentration compared to that of
the donor this drop in polarization is zero. To give a
satisfactory explanation for this and the complicated varia—
tion of polarization with acceptor concentration, further
investigations are needed.

4«33 .§i$%Qi:i§Q:g§

The system C 120 ~ Rh—6G is a best example for

efficient energy transfer between a Coumarin derivative and
a Xanthene dye. T he molecular structure of C 120 {flolecular
wt.l75) is shown in Fig. 4.ll. The ETDL performance of the
system was found in good agreement with that of Rh-6G _ RhmB,

Fig. 4.12 (B) shows the concentration dependence

of Qgmax of Rh.-6G for a fixed C l2O concentration of 0.35 g/’
in methanol and Fig, 4,12 (A) that of Rh-6G alone. At lower
concentrations of Rh_6G the blue shift introduced due to donor

sensitization is small whereas the same at higher conCentra_
tion is comparitively large, ‘This indicates that the change
in life time of donor sensitized Rh_6G from nonsensitized

Rh_6G at higher concentration is large compared to the chance
at lower concentration since the blue shift is due to theQ . enhancement of acceptor life time.’ It is a well know tact
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that Rh—6G in Methanol shows an increase in life time with

increasing concentration upto 5 X lO"4H/l due to radiation
trapping and then a decrease with further increase in concen_
tration due to concentration quenching. The nature of thisI ‘ 1 ' '  .° .1 \ -s Adepenoence is shown in Fig. 4.13. The concentration oe,enu_
ence of the life time of the donor (C 30) sensitized Hh~6G in

methanol is shown in Fig. 4.l49 where”féf is the life time of
donor sensitized Rh-6G and’fa is that of pure Rh_6G._ It is
evident from Fig. 4.13 and 4.l4 that donor sensitized Rh-6G
shows the maximum change in life time at concentrations in
which life time of pure Rh_6G is the least, Since the blue

shift of >\maX in ETDL is due to the enhancement of life time
of acceptor the maximum blue shift will be observed when the

change in life time is a maximum. In the lower concentration

range {lO"4to 2 X lO"3fl/l) of C 30 + Rh—6G this effect was

confirmed by Urisu etal,9 But from the increasing blue shif
in the range l.25 X l0-3 to 6.25 X lO_3H/l observed, in the

present investigations, it is evident that the life time of
donor sensitized Rh_6G enhances with respect to that of pure
Rh-6G in the concentration range.

Fig. 4.12 (C) shows the donor concentration depend
ence of Rh—6G peak emission wavelength. Jh—6G concentration. . . -3. . .
18 fixed at 2 grams/litre (4 X lO M/l) and this concentration
of pure Rh-6G has theamax at 581 1*m. The blue shift due to



donor sensitization reaches a maximum only at a ratio of lzl
molar concentration of C 120 and Rh—6G, {ie; at C 120 Concen».. \_z —-— 

._.\1.,_ \ , ..3-__.,. . _. _ ,tration 0.7 grams/litre = 4 X l0 M31} as in the case or game;
Rh_3. T he gradual increase of this blue shift is only due
to “he enhancement of life time as a result of Partial GNGEGY‘-9

K‘transrer since there was no overlap between the orission
spectra of Rh-6G and C l20. The maximum blue shift remains

. - ' I ... ~ » V ‘I "3 rw"'2- - 'T-1 '- - r*.Ia Constant in tne range 4 A i0 to lu A/l. ine reu shirt
with further increase in donor concentration suggests the
possibility of formation of complexes in the dye mixture.

The measured output intensity of the ETDL was
found to be a maximum when the molar concentration of C 120

and Rh_6G were approximately equal and was about 50$ larger
/‘I ‘ I‘ ' ' ""\ T.‘ M .tnan the’ of pure nhloG,

The donor and acceptor concentration denendence

of the degree of polarization of the system was studied and
is shoyn in Fig. 4.15 (A) and 4.15 {B) respectively_ The

ldegree of nolarization of the NO aser was + 0.33, C 120 alone
was + 0.26 at a concentration of 2 X lO"3fi/l and that of Rh_6G

3alone at a concentration of 5 X lO" H’l was - 0,27. C 120
and Rh-6G alone systems did not show any appreciable chang (3 FJ. '3

the degree of polarization in the Concentration range investi
gated, Eventhough the nature of donor and acceptor concen
tration dependence .cannot be explained, it is quite interesti
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to see that the difference in the degree of polarization
between donor and acceptor concentration denendenco has an

approximately constant value throughout the concentration
range studied.

Since the first report on NO laser pumped ETDL
by Hoeller etal, the art of ETDL has developed very rapidly,
But even now the performance of ETDL is not fully known owing

to the complexity of the quantum mechanical problem asseciapec

Hany authors have tried to give more or less simple models
1that are capaele of explaining many experimental observations.

I‘ .’..
LThe present investigations aimed at revealing many or

unattended or partially attended fields of ETDL was fruitful
to a certain extend, The results of the investigations on

/sthe three specific ETDL systems can be suancrized as rollous,

The studies on Rh—6G - Safranin T shows that even

if the acceptor dye has little or no absorption in the N9
laser wavelength it can be lased by energy transfer mechanism

1with 3 Suitable donor. The selection of donor Shculc be such
that its emission spectrum must overlap the abserntion spectruJ.

of the acceptor. Because of the low threshold lasing in ETDL
GVCD if the 3CCGPtOr dye has a fluorescence quantum efficiency
substantially below unity laser action can be obtained from
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the dye, On the other hand if the acceptor can be lased
-u-I

Qoy d rect excitation with N9 laser it can be lased with a
lower pump power in ETDL as observed in the case of Rhn6G —
7') "-w 3.:
.i. ll 1-“ L.‘ .

Eventhough Rh-GG, Safranin T and Rh-B are all

from the Xanthene group of dyes, C l2O is from a different
family, The C l2O H Rh-6G ETDL shows that efficient energy
transfer is possible between a Coumarin derivative and a Kanth
dye for laser action.

It can be seen that in all the three systems eoner
sensitization causes a blue shift in the emission peaks of
the acceptor due to an enhancement of life time of the accepto
Hence it has to be believed hat the energy transfer mechanism
effectively competes with the life time reducing mechanisms
like concentration quenching, From the present investigam
tiens and the observations of Urisu etal.9 it is clear that
when the change in the effective life time of the acceptor is
a maximum the blue shift is also a maximum. Hence the extent
of blue shift can be taken as a measure of the change in life
‘time.

If the fluorescent levels of donor and acceptor
are closely located, the blue shift makes it difficult to
identify the lasing species. In such systems, usually the
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..i (- ' ‘ \"\/_~; u.» ..--| .3 x-!- C. '_'  /'5 I‘  -I-- "5 '3'.‘ -| ('\ f "‘   "‘  -IA  '- 4___._~. j]_[",QO_;...\.1}-...-.a-,I_..L_, O1 LN}- COn\.,.,1.L,J.<.4l,__Jn Q {,1 L. OI... ~.._. UUC L. e

. - - A... -  __ .- ,.. 1 _, .. , _-  ., .. 2 .  1 ...--., . ...-1present lnvcstlqatlofiu snows that Lhe lsblflg mean wdJ@lQfl9Lfl
I‘OI the sccento: can be dependent on the donor concentration

also. Hence an investigation of the senor oenendence on the
acceptor emission becomes necessary prior to the 1-‘ -'1en.tifica...

5
'.‘tion of the lasing snecies.- The donor concentret;on depend»‘.

ence ondzwmx have similar nature both in flh—6G ~ 1 h—B mixture11C-u

(‘Dand C l2C ~ ih—6G system and this d nendence is attributed to
)the formation of 'excivlex‘ in theI

1
(D ystems eventhouI

role on the done: dependence is not known.

.-‘,—‘-Q a.‘ TThe concentration tuning range 01 the ELJL

systems is approximately the same as that of conventional dye
lasers. However ETDL have the advantage that the acceptor
can be lased even at very low concentrations, which otherwise
would not have been possible, there bv ohtainino the shorter
wavelength operation of the acceptor. lhis ctn be seen in
the case c£‘;ELA%3 — Rh_B and C 19 _ 7h_QG.r._ \_, ; L)

The most attractive feature of an ETDL is

its p HOT conversion efficiency. A ZOQK increese in the
"1-~-..    -— . ~ °  I.‘ -:-L ./._ -“L .

Su}?e.:..L.r'3~:.]_-Ell"1c C:L1L§DUL PO‘-..!G.E‘, 11'] cD.C: C380 0.1. -1:1-u(.I -- —.11—B

1.4.system, and a 50$ increase n the cnse 01 C 120 — ?h—6G was

observed compared to the non—sensitized systems. In both
P1e cases the maximum efficiency was obtained when the donor
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Eventhough a large number of schemes have

been proposed and develoned for N9 laser ouined dye lasers. - ‘H ‘ 
the relatively low efficiency comneiled the scientists to
device new methods to improve the system efficiencs.I

Energy transfer mechanism has been shown to he a convenien
tool for the enhancement of efficiency of dye lasers. Th
p resent work covers a detailed study of the performance

characteristics of a N2 laser pumped dye laser in the con—
ventional mode and also, when pumped by the energy transfe
mechanism.

.1. ‘.For cue present investigations a dye laser

pumped by a'N2 laser (A4200 kw peak power) was fabricated.
The grating at grazing incidence was used as the beam ex
panding device; A t its sest performance the system was
eiving an output peak power of l5 kW for a 5 X lC"3H/l Rh—€

n in methanol. T he conversion efficiency was 7.5;u’? 0 I—' C (-‘r Ho O

The output beam was having 3 divergence of 2 mrad and band

width o.9 A. Suitable modifications were suggested for
obtaining better conversion efficiency and bandwidth.

The investigations on the output beam qualié
ties have Shown that the performance characteristics of the

dye laser can be controlled by the system parameters, The
output power varies linearly'rdth the input pump power.
The measured dependence of output power on the bandwidth
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have she m that the conversion efficiency can be increased
at the exyense of bandwidth. The Bfi conversion efficiency0 - 9at a bandwigth of 0,25 A increases to lO.b$ when the oanewic

o
is 5 A. The dye laser outnut pulse shape shows a close

X.‘
:..resemblance with that o- the Dumping N2 laser pulse.

The divergence measurements have clearly

demonstrated the importance of the feedoack mirror position

with respect to the dye cell as a divergence deciding
factor. If the feedback mirror is located with in 8 cm
from the centre of the dye Cell, a diffraction limited been
divergence could not be obtained. Moreover, ‘f the diver~
gence is high the theoretical limit of the passive band
width of the system also Could not be obtained, This

.1".f'effect is observed by measuring the bandwidth for di;;erent
values of the beam divergences,

The degree of nolnrization of the output
beam is found to be dependent on the type sf dye moleculesF“! O f‘ u A 0 . .used. lhe lO wedge angle or the dye cell windows witn
respect to the laser axis enhances the degree of polariza
tion of the output beam. However, the suppression of one
polarization conponent could not be obtained with this tilt
anfile. A completely polarized output beam may he obtained
bY the insertion of 8 glass plate in the cavitv at a larger

gle of incidence.
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The concentration tuning range obtained

for the various dyes investigated is found to be Snaller
than the earlier reported values. This is attributed to

..T. ,‘- .‘ _ ° .1. ,_ ' N, , - _ ' .' . u.‘ ‘ . up ; --s --:tne low cavity and to too insotliclent hump pone; co
reach laser threshold,

The results of the investigations on mixed
dye systems Show the .dvantanes of energy transfer mecha_

nism in N2 laser pumped dye lasers. Even if it is impo
ssible to pump a dye above threshold with N2 laser, laser
action can be obtained by energy transfer mechanism as
demonstrated in the case of Rh—6G __ safranin T. Attempt

made to lase Safranin T alone by A pumping was unsuccessfI\)

Another important advantage of ETDL systems is the enhance

ment 0? efficiency. A suflstentiai increase in the output
power can he obtained by energy transfer mechanism if the
concentrations of donor and acceptor are selected pronerly1

T‘)!The present investigations on Rh—oo _ Lfl—£ and C 120 —

Rh—6G systems show that a ltl ratio for the molar concen_

tration of donor and acceptor is ziving the maximum effici
ency. A further increase in the donor concentration wil
affect the peak emission wavelength as well as the effi—
CiGnCY as 8 result of the formation of exciten state

Comolexes in the dye mixture. However, the 200$ increase.‘..'I 1in nee-on put Dower obtained for flh_6G - Rh~B system with
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& lzl ratio of the molar Concentraiion of fih—6G and Rh—B

ent than conventional}_J.that “TEL systen is more effic.'l....J.

dye lase s.
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